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Abstract

In the last decade, a lot of work has been done on developing new ways

of enhancing spectral efficiency in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

systems with lower implementation complexity. Spatial modulation (SM) is

one of the techniques developed. Many variants of spatial modulation (SM)

aiming to enhance data rate and bit error rate (BER) performance have been

proposed, however, their performance has not been compared for large-scale

MIMO systems. The first part of this thesis looks at various such schemes,

namely conventional SM, generalized spatial modulation (GSM), quadra-

ture spatial modulation (QSM) and enhanced spatial modulation (ESM) to

study their performance for large-scale MIMO systems under generalized

fading conditions. Our results indicate that for the same spectral efficiency

and transmit power, QSM and ESM perform better than GSM and con-

ventional SM schemes. For lower order modulation, QSM outperforms all

other schemes under various fading conditions, whereas ESM takes over for

higher order modulation. However, QSM uses one RF chain while ESM uses

two, making QSM a preferred scheme for simpler design and higher energy

efficiency.

In the second part of the thesis, a channel estimation scheme for SM

systems is developed that exploits the correlation between transmit antennas

to estimate channels of inactive antennas using the pilot-based estimate of
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the active antenna. It is observed that in a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

regime, the proposed scheme provides about 2 dB and 5 dB gains compared to

the conventional channel estimation (CCE) method for moderately correlated

and highly correlated antennas, respectively. Analytical results correlate with

simulation results, which validates our analysis.

The third part of the thesis looks at the integration of SM with Full

Duplex (FD) radios, and a novel FD-QSM scheme is developed that exploits

multiple antennas to achieve antenna cancellation at the receiving side, to

mitigate the self-interference (SI) signal. It is observed that FD-QSM is

capable of providing about 40% capacity gain over half-duplex (HD)-QSM

and HD-MIMO in the presence of strong and moderate residual SI (RSI),

respectively, in a point-to-point communication scenario. When applied to

the downlink of a cellular network, FD-QSM provides 2dB gain over FD-SM

and 5dB gain over FD-MIMO, operating at the same spectral efficiency, while

huge gains are observed when FD-QSM is used in a non-orthogonal multiple

access (NOMA)-aided FD relay network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ever growing user demands for data transfer speed, coupled with the

development of internet of things (IoT) and internet of everything (IoE), has

placed demands of higher spectral efficiency and energy efficiency, increas-

ingly high network capacity, ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability on

the access network. Research into the 5G, beyond-5G and 6G wireless net-

works aims to address these ever-increasing challenges. [4–18]. The focus on

the wireless front is to better utilize the precious resources of space, time and

frequency while meeting the quality of service (QoS) constraints and being

as much energy efficient as possible. Figure 1.1 depicts how the focus on

space, time and frequency front has evolved in 5G/6G research.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Figure 1.1: Space-Time-Frequency resource utilization in 5G/6G [1]

While the initial 5G standard focuses on millimeter-wave communica-

tion, improved spectrum management and orthogonal frequency division

(OFDM)-based techniques on the wireless front, the role of other technologies

like massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems, non orthogo-

nal multiple access (NOMA), index modulation (IM) and full-duplex (FD)

communications to effectively use the space-time-frequency resource is be-

ing researched upon for possible inclusion in future versions of 5G and/or

6G [19,20]. Massive MIMO refers to tens to hundreds of antennas being de-

ployed together to achieve higher spectral efficiency, reliability and greater ca-

pacity [21,22]. Figure 1.2 shows some of the configurations in which massive

MIMO systems can be deployed at the base station. In NOMA, transmissions

of multiple users take place using the same time/frequency/spatial resources
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

using power domain multiplexing or code domain multiplexing [23,24]. This

is in contrast to orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques in which or-

thogonal resources in time, frequency or code domain are provided to users to

avoid interference. In IM, data driven on-off keying is used to activate a few

frequency domain or spatial domain resources out of the total, to implicitly

transmit data, thereby saving energy and simplifying the transmitter struc-

ture [25, 26]. FD communications enable systems to send and receive in the

same time and frequency resource thereby increasing the spectral efficiency

significantly [27, 28]. This scheme does away with the conventional time

division duplex (TDD) or frequency division duplex (FDD) requiring two or-

thogonal resources for transmission and reception. However, a device’s own

transmission creates a strong interference signal,termed as self-interference

(SI), for its own receiver, that is handled via carefully developed interference

cancellation circuits in the analog and digital domain [29].

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

Figure 1.2: Massive MIMO configurations for downlink [2]

In this thesis, we study various issues related to spatial domain IM, also

referred to as spatial modulation, in massive MIMO systems. The MIMO

system can be used in three configurations. The first configuration aims

to increase the data rate by transmitting multiple data streams through

multiple antennas [30]. These spatial multiplexing systems, however, incur

significant inter-channel interference (ICI) for which sophisticated detection

algorithms need to be developed at the receiver, leading to an increased

system complexity.

The second configuration aims to improve bit error rate (BER) perfor-

mance through the use of spatial diversity [31] [32]. Capacity gains can be

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

achieved due to the use of higher order modulation schemes for improved

error performance. However, the maximum spectral efficiency that can be

provided by full diversity systems is one symbol per channel use. Also an

orthogonal space time code (STC) capable of achieving full diversity is only

known for the case of two transmit antennas. For higher number of transmit

antennas orthogonal codes need to be operated at a lower data rate.

The third configuration requires the channel state information (CSI) to be

available at the transmitter. This information is then used to precode data

at the transmitter in a way to maximize collective capacity across multiple

spatial paths. A post-filter at the receiver may also be used in some cases [33]

[34]. However, the acquisition of up-to-date CSI at the transmitter requires a

constant feedback channel, which can be resource-expensive. Our work does

not consider the availability of CSI at the transmitter.

All these MIMO systems require multiple radio frequency (RF) chains at

the transmitter. These RF chains make the transmitter bulky and consume

a lot of energy. Moreover, ICI cancellation increase the system complexity.

More recently, a new scheme by the name of spatial modulation (SM) has

been proposed [35] [36] that uses only one RF chain and yet utilizes all the

antennas to encode data. In SM, the incoming bits for one channel use are

divided into two parts. The first part is used to select one symbol from

an M -ary constellation, and hence consists of log2(M) bits. The second

part is used to select which antenna out of Nt transmit antennas should be

selected to transmit the M -ary constellation symbol. Thus, an additional

log2(Nt) bits can be implicitly encoded via antenna selection. This leads to

the explicit and implicit transmission of a total of log2(M)+ log2(Nt) bits per

channel use (bpcu). The receiver, with the knowledge of CSI, then determines

which M -ary constellation symbol was sent and through which channel. This

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6

transmission scheme has the advantage of simple transmitter design that

uses much less energy than the conventional MIMO system. Although many

variants of SM have since been developed that utilize more than one RF

chains, the transmitter design nevertheless remains much simpler than the

conventional MIMO. SM is also easily extendable to massive MIMO [21],

which envisions the use of tens to hundreds of antennas at the base station

(BS) for increased capacity.

In this thesis, we first look at different SM schemes and compare their per-

formance under correlated and uncorrelated channel conditions in a massive

MIMO setting. We then go on to study some existing channel estimation

methods for SM systems and identify their limitations. In our work, we

improve the channel estimation error model derived in the existing litera-

ture and propose a correlation-based channel estimation scheme (CBCE) for

time-varying environments, that takes into account different levels of channel

correlation and leverages this to get better channel estimates. We also study

the application of SM to FD scenarios and propose a novel FD quadrature

spatial modulation (QSM) scheme. Our proposed FD-QSM scheme outper-

forms its half duplex counterpart and conventional FD MIMO scheme in

point-to-point, cellular and NOMA-based relay network scenarios.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter II gives an overview

of the research that has been conducted regarding different aspects of SM

while Chapter III discusses in detail the variants of SM. Chapter IV, chap-

ter V and chapter VI present our work on the performance analysis of SM

schemes, channel estimation for SM schemes and FD-QSM, respectively. Fi-

nally, we conclude our thesis in chapter VII and discuss future work.

6



Chapter 2

Literature Review

Spatial modulation is a transmission technique for MIMO systems where only

one out of multiple antennas is selected to transmit a QAM/PSK constella-

tion symbol. Every antenna has an associated bit sequence and the activation

of one particular antenna implies the transmission of the bit sequence asso-

ciated with that antenna. It is assumed that the channel responses of all

antennas are sufficiently different and the receiver, with the knowledge of

the channel responses, can detect which antenna was used for transmission

and hence which bit sequence was implicitly sent. Reference [35] first intro-

duced the concept of spatial modulation in 2008 and simulated it for 2×4

and 4×4 systems over Rayleigh fading channels. Later in [36] the concept

of SM was applied to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

by using SM over every sub-channel and the performance of SM was studied

over independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channels,

Ricean channels, spatially correlated channels and channels with mutual an-

tenna coupling. It was observed that in comparison with VBLAST, SM was

more robust towards channel imperfections. On the other hand, while SM

also outperformed the Alamouti scheme in most cases, the Alamouti scheme

7



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 8

fared better in the presence of a line of sight component.

Many survey papers and tutorials have since been published on SM. In

2011 Di Renzo et. al. summarized the SM research in [37]. The authors

noted that while the performance of SM degrades in the presence of chan-

nel correlations, power imbalance in wireless links can actually improve SM

performance in correlated and uncorrelated channel gains as the channels

become more distinguishable. The availability of channel state information

(CSI) is critical at the receiver. Receivers with access to partial CSI suffer

from significant performance degradation. In 2013 Di Renzo et. al. again

summarized the research conducted in field of SM thus far and noted green

wireless communications, distributed wireless communications and visible

light communications (VLC) to be promising application areas of SM [38].

While outlining the research progress in SM, reference [39] noted that an op-

timized star-QAM constellation gave better performance over conventional

APM schemes. In star-QAM [40] modulation, constellation points are evenly

distributed over concentric circles. More recently, the progress made in the

SM field has been discussed in detail in [41]. This survey discusses the pop-

ular SM variants, different schemes to enhance the BER performance and

the integration of SM with other technologies. Application of SM concept in

emergent communication technologies has also been considered in detail.

Since 2016, the concept of SM has been brought under the umbrella

of index modulation (IM) [25], [42], [43] , [44], [26]. In IM, bits can be

implicitly encoded via activating few out of the total available resources.

These resources can be sub-carriers in OFDM, antennas in a MIMO system,

timeslots or RF mirrors altering the channel state. Reference [45] discusses

all these as a form of permutation modulation (PM) which has been in the

literature since the 1960s.

8



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 9

2.1 SM Variants

A simplified form of SM was termed space shift keying (SSK) where the in-

formation is conveyed only through the activated transmit antenna [46]. The

data rate realized with this scheme is log2(Nt). SM is easily extendable to the

concept of massive MIMO as compared to spatial multiplexing schemes, in

which simultaneous data streams cause inter-channel interference (ICI) and

multiple radio frequency (RF) chains make a bulky transmitter. SM com-

pletely avoids ICI and the number of RF chains is also reduced to one. The

data rate, however, increases only logarithmically with the number of trans-

mit antennas rather than linearly like in Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered

Space-Time (VBLAST). SM scheme also suffers from the limitation that the

number of transmit antennas need to be a power of 2.

To overcome these limitations, generalized spatial modulation (GSM) was

proposed in which Nx out of Nt transmit antennas could be activated to

transmit the same symbol, where 1 ≤ Nx ≤ Nt [47]. Hence the date rate

increases to blog2(NtNx)c+ log2(M) and the number of transmit antennas were

no longer constrained to be a power of 2. A simpler version of GSM was

generalized space shift keying (GSSK) where bits were encoded only using

the activated antenna indices without transmitting any data symbol [48].

The data rate realized with GSSK is blog2(NtNx)c. SSK and GSSK are good

test-beds to analyze the concept of packing information bits into randomly

activated transmit antennas. To achieve even higher spectral efficiency, a

hybrid of spatial multiplexing (SMX) and SM was proposed in [49], wherein

SMX was introduced by dividing antennas into groups and associating an RF

chain with each group. SM was employed independently within each group.

Many variants of SM have been proposed with the aim of increasing the data

rates while also trying to achieve better bit error rate (BER) performance.

9



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 10

Quadrature spatial modulation (QSM) decomposes the data symbol into real

and imaginary parts [50]. The real part of the data symbol is transmitted

using one of the Nt transmit antennas and the imaginary part on another,

hence doubling the data rate encoded on the spatial dimension.

Vo and Nguyen propose improved quadrature spatial modulation (IQSM)

in [51] to further improve the spectral efficiency. In IQSM two complex

constellation symbols are selected based on the incoming bit stream and their

real and imaginary parts are seperated. The two real parts are transmitted

on two antennas out of (Nt2 ) possible combinations while the two imaginary

parts are transmitted on another set of two antennas (which can co-incidently

be the same as the antennas used to transmit the real parts). This makes the

possible number of antenna combinations to be (Nt2 )2. The data rate that is

acheivable with IQSM thus becomes 2log2b(Nt2 )
2c + 2log2(M). This method

can also be reffered to as double QSM or multistream QSM. This process,

however, makes detection more complex and introduces ICI, either of which

has not been studied in the paper. Further, it also needs to be seen if antenna

correlation affects IQSM more than QSM due to the former carrying multiple

symbols.

In [52] Soria et al. propose generalized QSM using antenna grouping

scheme, which essentially combines MIMO spatial multiplexing (SMuX) and

QSM. In this scheme transmit antennas are divided into groups of two

antennas each. In each group QSM is used to transmit a seperate com-

plex constellation symbol. The number of bits transmitted in each group

equals 2 + log2(M) and the total data rate acheivable via this scheme is

Nt
2
× (2 + log2(M)) bpcu. In terms of spectral efficiency this data rate is

much higher than QSM for large-scale MIMO but lower than SMuX. The

error performance difference, however, is not shown to be significant. How-

10



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 11

ever, the detection process simplifies a little as compared to SMuX. In [53]

Xiao et al. propose a generalized QSM scheme similar to [52] but their anal-

ysis allows for a flexible number of antennas in each group. Further, based

on the sparse QSM structure they also propose a compressed sensing (CS)

dectector as opposed to the conventional maximum likelihood (ML) detec-

tor to simplify the detection performance. Their results show a significant

improvement over MIMO SMuX scheme in terms of error perforamcne and

detection complexity for the same spectral efficiency. Both the schemes, [52]

and [53] introduces significant ICI in the same which has not been studied.

Further the effects of antenna correlation and channel estimation errors also

need to be investigated in a scheme that combines QSM with SMuX.

Enhanced spatial modulation (ESM) provides the same data rate as QSM

but uses another technique [54]. It defines a primary constellation with M

symbols and two secondary constellations, each offering
√
M symbols. The

secondary constellation symbols are defined, within the primary constellation

region, via geometric interpolation so as to maximize the Euclidean distance

between all the symbols of primary and the two secondary constellations.

At any instant either one out of Nt transmit antennas is activated to send

a symbol from the primary constellation or two out of Nt antennas are ac-

tivated to send two symbols from either the first secondary constellation or

the second secondary constellation, maintaining the data rate sent via the

constellation symbols. The enhancement in data rate, however, comes from

the increase in the number of antenna combinations; N2
t . SM schemes inher-

ently do not provide any transmit diversity. In [55] Suguira et. al. propose

a scheme called space-time-shift-keying (STSK) in which the SM concept is

spread over the spatial as well as time domain. A differential version of STSK

is also proposed that does not require channel state information (CSI) at the

11
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receiver.

Another version of SM, called receive SM or precoding-aided SM, mod-

ulates the spatial bits onto the index of the receive antenna rather than

the transmit antennas [56], using CSI at the transmitter. Specifically, the

M-ary constellation symbol is multiplied by a pre-processing matrix at the

transmitter such that the desired output peaks only at the intended receive

antennas and almost cancels out at the others. This pre-processing matrix

at the transmitter can be derived using the zero-forcing (ZF) principle or

the minimum mean square error (MMSE) principle. This concept is then

extended to generalized receive SM [57], wherein multiple receive antennas

can be activated through pre-coding at the transmitter and a separate data

stream can be sent to each receive antenna, thereby increasing the data rate.

The work in [57] studies the analytical BER of such a scheme and discusses

the error performance in the case of imperfect channel knowledge at the

transmitter.

More recently developed version of SM is the differential SM which does

not require CSI at the receiver. The concept of non-coherent detection with

spatial modulation was first used in [55] with the help of Cayley unitary

transform. Many studies later on [58] [59] [60] have focused on differential

SM that uses the change in spatial state to convey information.

2.2 Detection

In the initial works on SM [35] [36], a matched filter (MF) detector, also

termed as maximum receive ration combining (MRRC) detector, was used

that first estimated the transmitting antenna index by correlating the re-

ceived signal with all channel responses. The decoded antenna index was

12
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then used to detect the constellation symbol transmitted. However, Je-

ganathan et. al. showed in [61] that the optimal detector for SM is the

maximum likelihood (ML) detector, which jointly estimates the antenna in-

dex and constellation symbol. The ML detector was shown to provide 4dB

gain over the MF detector that sequentially estimated the antenna index

and the constellation symbol. However, as the number of antennas increase,

the ML detector becomes computationally expensive necessitating the need

for sob-optimum low-complexity detectors. Sphere decoding (SD) detectors

were proposed to be used for SM systems in [62] [63] [64]. In SD algorithms,

the search space is reduced by searching only those possible transmit com-

binations that lie within a certain radius of the received signal. Complexity

reduction is achieved when the number of receive antennas is large. Signal

vector based detection (SVD), proposed in [65] [66], again again employs se-

quential detection of antenna index and constellation symbol. Based on the

assumption that the noiseless received signal vector has the same direction

as channel vector, SVD calculates a list of antenna indices whose channel

vector comes close to the received vector in terms of angular distance and

an exhaustive ML search for constellation symbol is performed only for the

candidate list of antenna indices. This method, however, only works well for

large number of receive antennas.

2.3 SM Enhancements

Various schemes have been proposed in the literature to improve BER perfor-

mance of SM schemes. Adaptive SM has been proposed in [67] in which, for

a fixed transmission rate, the receiver decides on a lower order modulation

scheme for channels with low gain and a higher order modulation scheme for

13
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channels with higher gain. This information is fed back to the transmitter

via a feedback channel. It has been observed that adaptive SM can give bet-

ter BER performance at higher SNRs. The work in [68] takes this one step

ahead where the antenna combinations, or the set possible active antennas,

can also be modified in addition to the modulation order. Termed in total-

ity as transmit modes, these can be used to achieve a better performance

for the same data rate as compared to conventional SM. Building on the

idea of [68], Rajashekar et. al. discuss a transmit antenna selection scheme

for SM wherein, for every coherence interval, a subset of the total transmit

antennas are chosen for SM [69]. This antenna(s) selection is made at the

receiver either to maximize the capacity at a given BER or to maximize the

minimum euclidean distance (ED) for a given data rate. This information

is then communicated to the transmitter. Opportunistic power allocation

is explored in [70] wherein different transmitting antennas transmit with

different powers. This causes the minimum ED to increase at the receiver

since the channel coefficients become more distinguishable. It is noted that

performance gain depends on the difference in allocated power and better

results are achieved in the presence of high channel correlation.The study

in [71] discusses a sub-optimal analytical and an optimal numerical method

of calculating power allocation such that capacity can be maximized from an

information-theoretic perspective. In trellis coded SM [72], the transmitting

antennas are divided into subsets such that at a time one subset is activated

and the channel gains of the antennas within a subset have the maximum

ED between them.
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2.4 Performance Analysis

Younis et al. study the error performance of QSM in [73] over Nakagami-m

fading channels. They demonstrate that QSM performs better than SM for

the same spectral efficiency under Nakagami-m fading with values of m taken

to be 1,2,3 and 4. The authors go on to show that the phase distribution

(uniform vs non-uniform) in Nakagami-m distribution has a significant im-

pact on the error performance of both SM and QSM. However, the analytical

expressions derived do not match the simulation results for values of SNR

less than 15 dB.

Badarneh and Mesleh generalize the study of [73] in [74] and study the

performance of QSM under various correlated and uncorrelated fading chan-

nel conditions. In particular they consider fading distributions while varying

the parameter values. Their results not only reveal that antenna correlation

significantly deteriorates the performance of QSM but that transmit anten-

nas correlation has a greater adverse impact on BER than receive antenna

correlation. The effect of channel estimation error at the receiver, however,

has not been studied in much detail in their work.

2.5 Diversity Techniques

SM and its variants inherently lack transmit diversity. By adjusting the

system design parameters - the M -ary constellation, the spatial constellation

consisting of the set of transmitting antennas and using orthogonal pulse

shapes at the transmitter - the effect of transmit diversity has been created

in [75]. In [76] Saguira et al. used linear dispersion codes (LDC) [77] to

characterize different MIMO schemes and studied the diversity/multiplexing

trade-offs. A total of Q dispersion matrices were defined and P ≤ Q matrices
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were used for transmission depending on the input bit sequence and the

MIMO scheme being used. Using a proper combination of the dispersion

matrices, any MIMO scheme, including SM and its variants, can be created

and spread over time to achieve transmit diversity.

Basar et. al. applied Alamouti code [31] to spatial modulation in [78]

to achieve a diversity order of two. Two symbols are transmitted over two

time slots using Alamouti code but the information encoded in the spatial

domain was kept constant over these two time slots. Hence, diversity was

achieved by halving the data rate in the spatial domain. The M -ary constel-

lation symbols needed to be rotated at an optimal angle to achieve diversity

gains. Depending on the number of transmit antennas and the modulation

scheme adopted, the optimal rotation angles were computed through exhaus-

tive computer search.

Li and Wang modify the scheme presented in [78] to create more code-

books [79]. These code-books use an M -ary constellation and a rotated

version of the sameM -ary constellation for the two Alamouti symbols and the

transmit antennas with in a code-book are selected in a cyclic manner. The

increase in the total number of code-words leads to the increase in spectral

efficiency of the scheme for the same number of transmit antennas, or the

same spectral efficiency for a smaller number of transmit antennas. The

constraint on the number of transmit antennas to be a power of 2 is also

removed using this scheme. Performance comparison with STBC-SM in [78]

shows that almost the same performance can be achieved witha fewer number

of transmit antennas.

Vo et. al. increase the spectral efficiency of STBC-SM by transmitting 4

constellation symbols over 2 time slots [80]. While the transmit antenna pat-

tern remains the same, two constellation symbols per timeslot is achieved by
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linearly combining two Alamouti codes comprising of different constellation

symbols, thereby, increasing the spectral efficiency. Similar to STBC-SM,

this scheme requires the rotation angles to be optimized. Wang et. al. used

error correcting codes in [81] to create transmit antenna combinations, lead-

ing to an increase in the number of bits encoded in the spatial dimension.

In [82], SM is combined with LDCs to acheive diversity. In [83] Althunibat

et. al. consider two rotated complex M -ary symbols and interleave them over

two time slots to achieve signal space diversity (SSD).

Xiao et al. propose a scheme in [84] to employ single-RF SM for an

arbitrary number of transmit antennas, by reusing the same antennas with

a rotation angle. With a twin-RF setting, diversity is achieved by using a

subset of transmit antennas for the principal symbol transmission using the

single-RF technique, and using the remaining antennas to transmit a STBC

symbol for reinforcement.

Wang et al. in [85] study introducing transmit diversity in QSM using

linear dispersion codes (LDC). They define two sets of dispersion matrices

each containing Q Nt × T matrices. For each transmission, P out of Q

matrices from each set are chosen and P real parts of P complex constellation

symbols are modulated with one set of P matrices and P imaginary parts

are modulated with another set of P matrices. The result is combined and

transmitted. This makes P QSM symbols spread out in time over T slots

hence introducing some diversity. Although performance improvement is

shown over space time block coded SM (STBC-SM), the performance with

QSM for same spectral efficiency and diversity/multiplexing trade-off has not

been studied.

Wang et al. in [76] extended this scheme for QSM and proposed diversity

acheiveing QSM in which P out of Q dispersion matrices were used for the
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transmission of real part of signal constellation and another P out of Q

dispersion matrices were used for the transmission of the imaginary part.

QSM has been combined with Alamouti scheme [31] in [86] to acheive

diversity gains.

2.6 Channel Estimation in SM

Basar et. al. study the effects of channel estimation error on the performance

of SM in [87]. Sugiura and Hanzo propose a joint data-detection and channel

estimation scheme and a non-coherent STSK scheme that does not require

knowledge of the channel in [88]. Mesleh et al. address the issue of channel

estimation error in [89] and analyze the performance of QSM with perfect

channel knowledge, channel estimation error with a fixed variance and chan-

nel estimation error with varying variance, depending on SNR. In [90], Wu et

al. propose a channel estimation technique that estimates all channels based

on the pilot symbol received for the active channel.

2.7 Full Duplex SM

Even though the research on FD communications began around 2010, it was

not until 2014 that SM came into the picture. In the sequel, we discuss

some of the interesting developments of the FD systems before presenting

our proposed case study.

FD-SM in Point-to-Point Links

In a simple 2× 2 MIMO setup, SM operates by choosing one antenna based

on input and transmitting a symbol from the M -ary constellation via the
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selected antenna. Meanwhile, the other antenna stays idle. This idle an-

tenna can receive the incoming signal to complete the FD-SM operation.

This scheme yields better instantaneous maximum mutual information as

compared to the conventional FD scheme, using 1 transmit and 1 receive

antenna for a given amount of residual SI (RSI). However, in comparison

with HD MIMO, it only gives higher gains with high channel correlation

i.e. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) loss factor up to 1.5 dB. This is because HD

MIMO suffers more from channel correlation, while FD-SM is less sensitive

due to FD [91].

A 2× 2 FD-SM system also exhibits reciprocity of the SI channel, which

means that the SI channel coefficient between the transmitting antenna and

the receiving antenna remains the same as they switch places. In such a case,

it is possible to create a transformation matrix consisting of SI symbols in

the past m time slots in the digital domain. The transformation matrix is

such that when the received signal over m time slots is multiplied by the

transformation matrix, SI components in the received signal cancel out [92].

This method dispenses with the SI channel estimation requirement in the

digital domain. However, inter-symbol interference (ISI) of the intended data

comes into play, which is then resolved by performing joint ML detection

over m time slots. The BER performance of this scheme improves when

the SI cancellation is performed with more time slots at the cost of higher

complexity. On the downside, the reciprocity of SI channel is not a feature

of multi-antenna SM systems and hence this scheme, as such, cannot be

generalized to include multiple antennas.

Channel estimation errors at the receiver can cause problems for the SM

scheme, as channel is the part of the overall received signal constellation.

However, the performance of FD-SM is not affected any differently by channel
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estimation errors as compared to HD-SM [93]. In the presence of channel

estimation errors and for the same spectral efficiency, FD-SM can provide

SNR gains over its HD counterpart as the quality of SI cancellation improves

or as data rate increases.

The better performance of FD-SM over HD-SM for increasing the data

rate is to be expected. To achieve higher spectral efficiency, measured in

bpcu, one step up in the order of the M -ary constellation in FD-SM amounts

to two steps up in the case of HD-SM. Therefore, for a given spectral efficiency

in the absence of SI, the FD system will always give better performance.

In the presence of RSI, as the SNR increases, the performance of the FD

system is limited by RSI, while the HD scheme can deliver better performance

beyond a certain SNR threshold. This SNR threshold, beyond which an HD

system can perform better, increases with higher spectral efficiency or lower

RSI. For a given quality of SI cancellation and spectral efficiency, a system

designed to switch between HD/FD mode based on the received SNR can

provide the lowest BERs [94].

With multiple antennas in place, transmit antennas selection (TAS) can

also be employed in an FD-SM system to combat the effects of RSI [95].

When employed at both endpoints of a point-to-point multi-antenna FD-

SM system, TAS can yield significant gains in terms of outage probability

and symbol error probability [95].

FD-SM in Cellular Systems

Multiple antennas can easily be deployed at base stations in a cellular sys-

tem and present a favorable scenario for the application of FD-SM in the

downlink. Inactive transmit antennas or separately placed antennas can be

used for reception in the FD mode. In [96], coordinate interleaved orthogonal
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design (CIOD) is used at the mobile terminal (MT) with 2 transmit anten-

nas. The inactive antennas at either end (BS and MT) are used as receiving

antennas for FD operation. Error probabilities calculated for various levels

of RSI show promising performance for low RSI levels. However, there is

still a lack of research carried out in this domain, especially when it comes

to supporting multiple users using FD-SM.

Relay Networks using FD-SM

FD-SM scheme can also be applied to relays with ease. A decode-and-forward

(DF) relay employing FD-SM and having no data of its own to transmit, can

use one antenna out of a total of Nt antenna for transmission and remaining

Nt − 1 inactive antenna for reception. This brings the total number of RF

chains at the relay equal to the number of antennas. If beamforming is

employed at the source, the performance of FD-SM enabled relay system

can surpass the performance of FD Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-

Time (V-BLAST)-enabled relay system due to the availability of more receive

antennas and the use of lower order QAM in SM [97]. If a direct link between

single-antenna source and destination is considered in an FD-SM relay setup,

better performance can be achieved with FD-SM when compared with HD-

SM for the same spectral efficiency and varying levels of RSI. With multiple

FD-SM relays available, relay selection policies can also be considered that

maximize data rate or minimize BER [98]. Transmit diversity applied to

SM-FD relaying (FDR) by employing the Alamouti scheme can provide an

SNR gain of 8-11 dBs over uncoded SM-FDR when RSI is low [99]. This

scheme uses 2 antennas for transmission and Nt− 2 for the reception for the

FD relay.

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is used with SM-FDR in [100],
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which is less sensitive to self-interference as compared to NOMA-aided MIMO

with FDR. A study considering a wireless-powered amplify-and-forward (AF)

relay with two sources employing FD-SM and physical layer network coding

reports performance gains over HD-SM communications for low RSI and

increased data rates [101].

If the relays are single-antenna nodes, then the distributed spatial mod-

ulation scheme (DSM) can be combined with virtual full-duplexing (VFD).

In DSM, the source transmits the q-bit data in one time slot while 2q single-

antenna relays listen and decode. In the next time slot, the relay whose ID

matches the q bits sent by the source, transmits its own data acting as a

source. A direct link also exists between the source and the destination. The

destination then decodes the data received from the source in the previous

time slot and from the relay in the current time slot. A VFD relay system has

transmit and receive antennas placed on 2 physically separated relays, where

each relay is half-duplex in itself. full-duplex communications are achieved by

having the source to transmit data in every slot while the relays alternately

receive and retransmit. To make DSM virtually full-duplex, the source can

transmit data in every time slot and when data sent in two successive slots is

the same, pertaining to the same relay node (which is HD), the relay node’s

silence in the next slot will be an indicator that data in the two previous

time slots was the same. This scheme results in the same BER as ‘successive

relaying’, but in this case the relay is also transmitting its own information,

thereby increasing the overall spectral efficiency. The destination can use a

maximum a posteriori (MAP) receiver spanning over 2/3 slots or the whole

frame for better error performance at the cost of increased complexity [102].

Although not using SM, a digital filter and forward (FF) FD relay system is

designed in [103] that treats the loop back signal (LBS) as a delayed version
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of the incoming signal rather than as interference. It is then shown that the

LBS can be handled via a low-complexity digital filter instead of complicated

SI cancellation circuitry, while providing the same achievable rate (AR) as

that of an ideal AF-FD relay system.

Two Way Relaying using FD-SM

Bi-directional communications, with the spectral efficiency of an FD point-

to-point link, can also be achieved with an FD DF relay if both the source

and destination are also FD-SM capable [94]. This scheme can work as

follows: At one time instance, the two sources transmit their information to

the relay node. The FD-SM capable relay, with the help of a higher number

of transmit antennas and a higher-order modulation scheme, combines and

transmits the information received from the two sources in the previous time

slot. Having knowledge of their own transmitted data in the previous time

slot, the sources can then estimate the data sent by the other source. In

this scheme, all the nodes will suffer from RSI, which will impact the overall

diversity order of the system. An SNR threshold-based switch-over between

FD and HD modes can lead to the lowest BERs as discussed previously.

In a simpler relay implementation, an amplify-and-forward (AF) relay

can also be used to facilitate FD-SM communications over 2 hops. A study

considering a wireless-powered AF relay with two sources employing FD-SM

and physical layer network coding reported performance gains over HD-SM

communications for low RSI and increasing data rates [101]. Some existing

literature on FD-SM [92] [96] [99] uses the inactive antennas(s) for reception.

The SI channel model in these cases, prior to any cancellation, has been

considered to be Ricean.
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Receiver Complexity in FD-SM

Many studies on FD-SM suggest using Nt − 1 inactive transmit antennas as

receive antennas for maximum diversity gain during the full-duplex opera-

tion. However, as the SI channel would vary with each receiving antenna, SI

cancellation circuitry in the analog domain and a subsequent RF chain would

need to be installed for every receive antenna. This would lead to an increase

in the overall system complexity, offsetting the implementation advantage of-

fered by SM in the first place. In feedback assisted MIMO system, the use

of optimal receive codebooks at the receiver utilizing a subset of receive an-

tennas has the potential of providing full receiver diversity gains [104]. This

approach greatly reduces the number of analog SI cancellation blocks and

RF chains required, thus simplifying the hardware implementation in FD-

SM systems. When applied to dual-hop relay systems employing FD-SM,

simulation results reveal that receive diversity can still be achieved while

employing only 1 RF chain used at the receiver.

Physical Layer Security using FD-SM

While FD-SM is conceived to provide higher spectral efficiency, it can also

be used to achieve secure communications [105]. To achieve secure commu-

nication, antennas at the receiver can be divided into Nt transmit and Nr

receive antennas where Nt > Nr. While the Nr receive antennas detect the

spatially modulated data sent from the source, the Nt transmit antennas emit

an artificial noise-based jamming signal in the null space of the SI channel

between Nt and Nr such that the detection of SM signals from the source is

not affected. The eavesdropper, however, is affected by the jamming signals

as it has no knowledge of the SI channel of the receiver.
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2.8 Summary

In this chapter we reviewed the research that has been done in the field of

spatial modulation. We looked at the various SM variants and the different,

optimal and sub-optimal, detection methods at the receiver meant to sim-

plify the detection process. We discussed some enhancement made to SM

in order to achieve a better performance while also looking at the research

work studying the performance analysis of SM techniques in detail. We elab-

orated on different methodologies aimed to introduce transmit diversity in

SM, which inherently lacks transmit diversity, and also touched upon the

role channel estimation in SM systems. Thereafter, we reviewed in detail

the work that has been carried out on full duplex SM for various network

architectures.
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Chapter 3

Spatial Modulation

Our work in this thesis considers conventional SM, GSM, QSM and ESM.

These spatial modulation techniques are described in more detail in this

chapter.

3.1 Conventional Spatial Modulation (SM)

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic diagram of SM transmitter with 4 transmit

antennas with QPSK modulation. The incoming bits B = [1101] are divided

into two parts. B1 = [11] and B2 = [01]. The first part B1 is fed to an

antenna mapper that decides which antenna will be used for transmission.

Each antenna has a bit combination associated with it that is implicitly

transmitted when that particular antenna is activated. In the case of four

antennas, this mapping scheme is given as follows

00 activates antenna 1

01 activates antenna 2

10 activates antenna 3

11 activates antenna 4
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The second part B2 determines the QPSK symbol that will be transmitted

through the activated antenna.

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of SM transmitter

If Nt and Nr denote the number of transmit and receive antennas, respec-

tively, the received signal for all schemes can be described as

y = Hx + n, (3.1)

Here x is an Nt × 1 transmit vector. In figure 3.1, x = [0 0 0 -1+j]’.

H is an Nr ×Nt matrix representing the channel response from each of the

Nt transmit antennas to each of the Nr receive antennas. The entries of the

channel response may or may not be correlated. The vector n is an Nr × 1

vector representing additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). y represents the

Nr × 1 receive vector. For each receive antenna, the possible constellation

set comprises of M × Nt entries, thus log2M + log2Nt bits can be conveyed

in once channel use.

The detection process requires the knowledge of the channel between the

transmitter and the receiver. Using the knowledge of the complete transmit-

ted signal set (comprising of antenna indices and constellation symbols) and
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the channel, a set of all possible received signals without interference and

noise is constructed. In our thesis we have considered an ML receiver that

jointly estimates the antenna indices and the constellation symbol. Assuming

all transmitted signals to be equally likely, the ML receiver is reduced to a

minimum distance receiver, wherein the distance of received signal, distorted

by noise and interference, is calculated with all possible received signals with-

out interference and noise. The output is the transmitted signal which, when

multiplied by the channel gains, comes closest to the actual received signal.

3.2 Generalized Spatial Modulation (GSM)

As mentioned earlier, even though SM is very attractive for its simple design

and energy efficiency, the data rate increases only logarithmically with the

number of transmit antennas and the number of antennas is restricted to be a

power of 2. In GSM, a combination of x antennas out of total Nt antennas are

selected to transmit the same RF symbol. So even though, the number of bits

transmitted via the M -ary modulation scheme remain the same, the number

of antenna combinations that can to chosen to transmit the selected symbol

increase. This makes the number of bits implicitly encoded in antenna indices

to be blog2(NtNx)c, making the total number of bits transmitted per channel

use to be blog2(NtNx)c + log2(M), where Nx is the number of active antennas

that will transmit the selected M − ary symbol. This scheme still has the

advantage of using 1 RF chain and ICI is avoided. However, the need inter-

antenna synchronisation (IAS) remains.

Figure 3.2 depicts the structure of a GSM transmitter with 5 transmit

antennas, while table 3.1 shows an example assignment of bits to antenna

combinations that will transmit the selected M -ary symbol. With 2 active
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Table 3.1: Bit allocation to antenna indices in GSM

Bits Indices of Bits Indices of
active antennas active antennas

000 [1,2] 100 [2,3]
001 [1,3] 101 [2,4]
010 [1,4] 110 [2,5]
011 [1,5] 111 [3,4]

antennas, 3 bits can be implicitly encoded in antenna combinations increasing

the overall spectral efficiency.

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of GSM transmitter

It can be seen in table 3.1 that not all combinations have been used.

Infact, in most cases blog2(NtNx)c will not be a power of 2 and some combina-

tions will be left unused. The choice of antenna combinations to be used for

transmission can affect system performance. If a feedback from the receiver is

available, the optimal choice would be to choose antenna combinations whose

combined channel response at the receiver creates the most spread out spatial
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constellation leading to the largest minimum spatial ED. In the case where

a feedback from the receiver is not available and the channels are uncorre-

lated, the principle behind the selection of antenna combinations should be

to have as disparate antennas as possible in the combinations. When chan-

nels are correlated, spatial distancing between antennas would also need to

be considered. The work in [47] finds the optimal antenna combination set

by minimising the average BER over all constellation symbols and channel

responses. Optimal transmit antennas combination (TAC) based on the max-

imizing the minimum ED based on CSI is considered in [106]. This work also

considers TAC without CSI and bit-to-TAC mapping to optimize the average

hamming distance. Further a scheme utilizing all TACs is also developed to

transmit one extra bit per channel use.

3.3 Quadrature Spatial Modulation (QSM)

QSM scheme can double the bits that are implicitly encoded in antenna

indices. In QSM, the incoming bits are divided into three parts. One part

determines the complex M -ary constellation symbol to be transmitted. The

real and imaginary parts of the selected complex constellation symbol are

separated and sent via different antennas. Out of the remaining two parts,

one part determines the antenna index that will be used to transmit the

real part of the complex M -ary constellation symbol and the other part

determines the antenna index that will be used to transmit the imaginary

part of the constellation symbol, hence doubling the number of bits that are

encoded in the spatial domain.

Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of QSM transmitter for 4 transmit an-

tennas.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of QSM transmitter

The first two bits [11] are used to select the antenna that is going to

transmit the real part of the M -ary complex constellation symbol. The

second two bits [01] are used to select the antenna that is going to transmit

the imaginary part of the same complex constellation symbol. Finally, the

last two bits [10] determine the complex constellation symbol itself. The

constellation symbol is then split into its real and imaginary parts, which are

then transmitted via their respective antennas. Thus the data rate in bpcu

realized with this scheme is log2M + log2Nt + log2Nt = log2M + 2log2Nt.

Like GSM, this scheme still has the advantage of using 1 RF chain and ICI

is avoided. However, the need inter-antenna synchronisation (IAS) remains.

3.4 Enhanced Spatial Modulation (ESM)

ESM also doubles the number of bits encoded on the spatial domain but

through the use of three complex constellations. One is the primary M -
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ary constellation while the other two are secondary
√
M -ary constellation.

The two secondary constellations are derived from the primary constellation

via geometric interpolation such the minimum ED between any two symbols

from any of the constellations is maximized. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 depict the

QPSK-based and 16-QAM based ESM constellation.

Figure 3.4: QPSK-based ESM modulation
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Figure 3.5: 16-ary QAM based ESM modulation

In one channel use, either a symbol from the M -ary primary constellation

is transmitted through one out of Nt transmit antennas or two symbols from

one of the two secondary
√
M -ary constellations are sent via two of out Nt

transmit antennas. Thus while in each channel use the number of bits sent via

the constellation symbol(s) remain the same, the number of possible antenna

combinations become Nt + (Nt2 ) + (Nt2 ) = N2
t . Thus the data rate realized

with this scheme is also log2M +2log2Nt. However, 2 RF are chains required

in this scheme, making ICI real.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of ESM transmitter

Figure 3.6 shows an example ESM transmitter with 4 transmit antennas

and QPSK-based modulation. In this case, the bit to antenna mapping is not

as straight forward as in the case of the previously discussed SM schemes.

The incoming 6 bits are divided into two parts. The first four bits are used

to decide the antenna combination and the secondary constellation, if two

antennas are being used. Table 3.2 illustrates the bit to antenna combination

and constellation mapping for the first four bits. Based on the constellation

scheme decided by the antenna combinations block, the next two bits are

used to select the constellation symbol. If the primary constellation is being

used, only one constellation symbol out of 4 constellation symbols is selected

to convey two constellation bits. If a secondary constellation is being used,

two constellation symbols are selected to be transmitted via two antenna, to

convey two constellation bits.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter we described in detail the four SM variants that will be the

subject of our study in this thesis. The aim of different variants is to improve
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Table 3.2: Bit allocation to antenna indices and constellation in ESM

Bits Indices of const Bits Indices of const
active antennas active antennas

0000 [1] Pri 1000 [2,4] Sec1
0001 [2] Pri 1001 [3,4] Sec1
0010 [3] Pri 1010 [1,2] Sec2
0011 [4] Pri 1011 [1,3] Sec2
0100 [1,2] Sec1 1100 [1,4] Sec2
0101 [1,3] Sec1 1101 [2,3] Sec2
0110 [1,4] Sec1 1110 [2,4] Sec2
0111 [2,3] Sec1 1111 [3,4] Sec2

the data rate of standard SM scheme. While the data rate of standard SM

scheme stands at log2Nt + log2M , generalized SM can take this data rate

to blog2(NtNx)c+ log2(M) by using a combination of antennas to transmit the

constellation symbol. QSM and ESM can both increase the data rate to

2log2Nt + log2M . In doing so, while QSM still operates using a single RF

chain, ESM requires 2 RF chains.
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Chapter 4

Performance Analysis of

Spatial Modulation Techniques

Many variants of spatial modulation (SM), aiming to enhance data rate and

bit error rate (BER) performance, have been proposed, however, their perfor-

mance has not been compared for large-scale multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) systems. The first part of this thesis looks at various such schemes,

namely SM, GSM, QSM and ESM to study their performance for large-scale

MIMO systems under correlated Nakagami-m fading conditions. Our results

indicate that for the same spectral efficiency and transmit power, QSM and

ESM perform better than GSM and SM schemes. For lower order modula-

tion, QSM outperforms all other schemes under various fading conditions,

whereas ESM takes over for higher order modulation. The BERs for QSM

and ESM under various transmit configurations have been evaluated via ex-

tensive Monte Carlo simulations. The results reveal that, in QSM a higher

number of total transmit antennas, Nt, with a lower order modulation scheme

provides a much better BER than a lower number of Nt with a higher order

modulation scheme, for the same data rate. This performance difference,
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however, becomes smaller in ESM, which can provide comparable perfor-

mance using a higher order modulation and half the transmit antennas.

4.1 Motivation and Contribution

As mentioned earlier, many variants of SM have been proposed with the aim

of increasing the data rates while also trying to achieve better bit error rate

(BER) performance. GSM increases the data rate by activating a combina-

tion of antennas rather than a single antenna. QSM doubles the data rate in

the spatial domain by separate antenna selection for the real and imaginary

parts of the constellation symbol. ESM also doubles the data rate in the spa-

tial domain but by using 3 constellations instead of one. While the number

of data bits sent by the constellation symbol(s) remain the same as in case of

SM. the increase in data rate comes from the mapping of each constellation

onto the transmitting antennas.The data rate offered by QSM and ESM is

the same for the same primary data modulation scheme used.

Although the performance of each of these schemes as been studied ex-

tensively in literature, the performance difference has not yet been stud-

ied independently for large-scale MIMO systems. This study compares the

above-mentioned spatial modulation schemes in terms of their BER perfor-

mance for large-scale MIMO under correlated Nakagami-m fading conditions.

Fu et al. report in [107] that SM using a higher order modulation scheme,

versus increasing the number of active transmit antennas, leads to a better

BER performance for the same spectral efficiency with a sub-optimal receiver.

This part of thesis, however, looks at increasing the number of total transmit

antennas versus using a higher order modulation scheme to see under which

conditions might it be more feasible to pack bits into antenna combinations
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rather than a higher order constellation with an optimal receiver. Increasing

the number of total transmit antennas comes with a computational complex-

ity, the study of which has been left as future work.

4.2 System Model

Four schemes namely, SM, GSM, QSM and ESM are considered and their

performance in the presence of noise and multipath fading has been studied

for a 16×4 and 128×4 MIMO system. The received signal for all schemes

can be described as

y = Hx + n, (4.1)

where, x ∈ X is an Nt×1 transmit vector formulated according to the spatial

modulation scheme being considered. The vector n in (1) is an Nr×1 vector

representing additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with entries distributed

according to ComplexNormal(0, σ2). H is an Nr × Nt matrix representing

the channel response from each of the Nt transmit antennas to each of the Nr

receive antennas. X is a set of all possible values of x according to the given

spatial modulation scheme. The well-known kronecker correlation model for

spatially correlated MIMO systems [52] has been used and is given by

H = Σ
1
2
r ĤΣ

1
2
t , (4.2)

where Σr and Σt are the receive and transmit correlation matrices, respec-

tively, and Ĥ is an Nr ×Nt matrix with entries distributed according to the

Nakagami-m distribution. Σr and Σt follow the exponential decay model [53]
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given by

Σrij = Σtij = λ|i−j|, (4.3)

where 0 < λ < 1 for both Σr and Σt.

At the receiver, joint detection of the combination bits and constellation

bits takes place through the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) detection un-

der the assumption of complete channel knowledge [85]. As all the inputs are

equally likely, the ML receiver also becomes the minimum distance receiver,

with the detection principle

x′ = arg min
x̂∈X

‖y −Hx̂‖2, (4.4)

where x′ is the decoded vector.

4.2.1 System Configuration

All schemes have been evaluated at the same spectral efficiency. We consider

that all 16×4 systems are operating at 10 bits/channel use while 128×4

systems are operating at 16 bits/channel use. Table 4.1 and 4.2 summarize

these configurations. ESM and QSM have also been compared separately for

a 32×4 system and 16-QAM constellation, yielding 14 bpcu in both cases.

The 16-QAM based constellation for ESM is shown in figure 3.5 in chapter

3.

4.3 Simulator

Extensive simulations were carried out in MATLAB. For every channel use,

a different channel realization was generated and the BER was averaged over
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Table 4.1: System configuration of 16×4 MIMO, 10bpcu

Bits per Bits per
Scheme antenna constellation

combination symbol
QSM 8 2
ESM 8 2
GSM, 3 active antennas 9 1
SM 4 6

Table 4.2: System configuration of 128×4 MIMO, 16bpcu

Bits per Bits per
Scheme antenna constellation

combination symbol
QSM 14 2
ESM 14 2
GSM, 2 active antennas 12 4
SM 7 9

106 channel realizations.

4.4 Simulation results

Simulations were carried out for SM, GSM, QSM and ESM schemes for cor-

related Nakagami-m with m = 1 and m = 2 and uncorrelated Nakagami with

m = 1. λ was taken to be 0.8. Note that Nakagami m = 1 corresponds to

Rayleigh fading. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the bit error rates for 16×4 system

in correlated Nakagami channels with m = 1 and m = 2, respectively. It can

be seen that ESM and QSM have nearly similar performance in both cases

and clearly outperform GSM and SM. For m = 1 case at BER = 10−3, QSM

has a 0.5 dB gain over ESM, 2.75 dB gain over GSM and 4 dB gain over SM.

For m = 2 case at BER = 10−3, QSM has 0.75 dB gain over ESM, 3 dB gain
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over GSM and 4 dB gain over SM.
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Figure 4.1: BER for 16×4 system under correlated Nakagami m = 1 channel,
10 bpcu

Figure 4.3 shows the comparison of all four schemes under correlated

Rayleigh fading (Nakagami m = 1) versus uncorrelated Rayleigh fading at

14 dB SNR. Antenna combination errors and symbols errors for each scheme

are shown here separately. It can be seen that antenna combination errors

increase by about two orders, under correlated fading, leading to an overall

increase in BER. The third column in each group shows the overall BER.
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It should be noted that while other schemes experience significant increase

in BER due to correlated fading, SM’s performance does not deteriorate as

much in comparison because only a single antenna is active in SM.
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Figure 4.2: BER for 16×4 system under correlated Nakagami m = 2 channel,
10 bpcu

Figure 4.4 shows the BER for a 128×4 system under correlated Rayleigh

channel. Again it can be seen that QSM and ESM outperform GSM and SM

by a wide margin, with QSM giving around 4 dB gain over GSM at 10−3

BER. To achieve the same bpcu as QSM and ESM, SM needs to employ a

very high order modulation scheme and GSM needs to have a greater number
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of active transmit antennas, both of which lead to high bit error rates. QSM

and ESM perform almost the same with QSM only marginally better than

ESM.
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Figure 4.3: BER comparison of all schemes under correlated vs uncorrelated
Rayleigh fading at SNR = 14dB, 10 bpcu
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Figure 4.4: BER for 128×4 system under correlated Nakagami m = 1 chan-
nel, 16 bpcu

Figure 4.5 shows the performance comparison between ESM, QSM-QAM

and QSM-PSK for higher order modulation at 14 bpcu. It can be seen that

QSM with QAM performs better than QSM with PSK at high SNRs and

ESM outperforms QSM-QAM giving about 3.5 dB gain at 10−3 BER.
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Figure 4.5: BER for 32×4 system and 16-ary modulation under correlated
Nakagami m = 1 channel, 14 bpcu

We take QSM-QAM and ESM further to study the effect of increasing

transmit antennas and/or employing higher order modulation schemes. Ta-

bles 4.3 and 4.4 show bits per channel use obtained with different number

of transmit antennas and orders of modulation for QSM and ESM, respec-

tively. We vary the bpcu from 4 to 14, according to Tables 4.3 and 4.4, and

obtain BER contours at various SNR points. It should be noted that ESM

uses only square constellations. Figure 4.6 shows the QSM BER contours

for even bpcu while figure 4.7 shows the QSM BER contours for odd bpcu.
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Table 4.3: QSM bpcu with increasing transmit antennas and modulation
order.

mod type QPSK 8-QAM 16-QAM 32-QAM
Nt

2 4 5 6 7
4 6 7 8 9
8 8 9 10 11
16 10 11 12 13
32 12 13 14
64 14

Table 4.4: ESM bpcu with increasing transmit antennas and modulation
order.

mod type QPSK 16-QAM
Nt

2 4 6
4 6 8
8 8 10
16 10 12
32 12 14
64 14 16

Even rates and odd rates are plotted seperately for QSM as they result from

different orders of modulation. Figure 4.8 shows the ESM BER contours.

All points on x-axis correspond to a different number of transmit antennas

with the same modulation scheme used.

As can be seen from the tables, for QSM and ESM, every bpcu can be

achieved in two ways:

1. By increasing the number of transmit antennas

2. By increasing the modulation order
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Figure 4.6: BER contour for QSM under correlated Nakagami m = 1 channel
(even bpcu)

It can be seen from figures 4.6 and 4.7 that in QSM, a configuration with

higher number of transmit antennas and lower modulation order (QPSK)

provides SNR gains of around 4-5 dB over a configuration with lower num-

ber of transmit antennas and higher modulation order (16-QAM). However,

Figure 4.8 shows that in ESM, the SNR gain is reduced to less than 1 dB.

Consider the case where bpcu = 10. Configurations that achieve this rate,

for QSM and ESM, are given below:

• Config 1a: QSM, Nt = 16, QPSK

• Config 1b: QSM, Nt = 8, 16-QAM
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• Config 2a: ESM, Nt = 16, QPSK

• Config 2b: ESM, Nt = 8, 16-QAM
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Figure 4.7: BER contour for QSM under correlated Nakagami m = 1 channel
(odd bpcu)
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Figure 4.8: BER contour for ESM under correlated Nakagami m = 1 channel

Table 4.5 shows the required SNRs to achieve various BERs. It can be

seen that while configuration 1a, using QSM, outperforms other configura-

tions, it also requires a greater number of transmit antennas. Configuration

2b, using ESM, presents the option of using half the transmit antennas with

about 1 dB deterioration in performance, for the same bpcu.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we compared the performance of different SM variants for

large-scale MIMO under correlated and uncorrelated Nakagami-m fading
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Table 4.5: SNR (in dB) to achieve various BERs at 10 bpcu

BER 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4

Config 1a 5.38 10.75 14.50 17.50
Config 2a 6.25 11.38 14.75 18
Config 2b 7 12 15.50 18.63
Config 1b 6.75 14.63 19.25 23

channels. Our simulation results indicated that for lower order modulation

QSM outperforms all other schemes followed closely by ESM. However, for

higher order modulation ESM takes over and provides significant gains over

all other schemes. This performance gain allows us to halve the number

of transmit antennas for ESM while still maintaining close performance to

QSM for the same transmit rate. It should however be mentioned here that

QSM uses 1 RF chain while ESM uses 2 RF chains. The performance gain of

QSM and ESM is due to the fact that these schemes distribute more bits in

the spatial domain as compared to the constellation domain. This leads to

the use of lower order modulation, which effectively increases the minimum

euclidean distance (ED). However, for higher order modulation, the constel-

lation design of ESM is such that it offers higher minimum ED, leading to

an improved BER performance.
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Chapter 5

Channel Estimation for Spatial

Modulation

In this chapter, we propose a channel estimation scheme for spatial modu-

lation (SM) systems. In general, SM systems require each transmit antenna

to separately send pilot symbols for channel estimation. This is a lengthy

process, which may incur significant channel estimation errors in a time vary-

ing channel. Thus, we propose correlation-based channel estimation (CBCE)

scheme, which exploits the correlation between transmit antennas to estimate

channels of inactive antennas using the pilot-based estimate of the active an-

tenna. The change in the active channel from the last pilot-based estimate is

calculated, and a time-proportionate amount of that change is scaled accord-

ing to the channel correlation coefficients to estimate the channel state of the

inactive channels. With pilot slots designed to spread out in a data frame,

the estimation process for every channel is carried out Nt times in a data

frame with Nt denoting the number of transmit antennas. We observe that

in a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime, our proposed scheme provides

about 2 dB and 5 dB gains compared to conventional channel estimation
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(CCE) method for moderately correlated and highly correlated antennas,

respectively. Through Monte Carlo simulations with different correlation ρ

and user speeds, we validate our analysis and show that the proposed scheme

outperforms CCE when ρ ≥ 0.3, while it provides comparable performance

for small ρ.

5.1 Motivation and Contribution

SM-based schemes heavily rely on the knowledge of the channel in order to

correctly decode spatial data. Channel estimation for SM is different from

conventional MIMO as antennas have to be activated sequentially in SM to

send pilot symbols. The ratio of the numbers of slots used to send pilots to

the total number of slots in a frame is termed as the pilot ratio. For SM,

pilot ratio is thus directly proportional to the number of transmit antennas.

Many studies have been conducted to evaluate the performance of SM in

the presence of channel estimation errors [87, 108, 109]. They all rely on

conventional channel estimation (CCE) technique, in which all channels are

estimated sequentially and independently. However, in a MIMO channel,

spatial correlation among the antennas is observed in practice. In addition,

the channel may also be time varying, where the channel may change from

one signaling interval to another by a certain amount. In [90], Wu et al.

propose a channel estimation technique, namely, transmission cross channel

estimation (TCCE), for SM keeping in view the time varying nature of the

channel. In their proposed scheme, the pilot slots are spread out in the

data frame. At each pilot slot, all channel estimates are updated based on

the change the active channel has gone through. This technique, however,

assumes a strong correlation between the antennas and does not work well
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in medium to low correlated antenna arrays. Further, the authors make a

simplifying assumption in their analysis that does not hold valid as the frame

size increases.

Our main contributions in this work are two-fold:

• Improving the estimation error model for channel variation error, i.e.

the error caused due to change in the channel state after the channel

estimation process has been carried out. The current model, given

in [90], makes a simplifying assumption that the temporal correlation

factor,
√
α related to the doppler speed, can be approximated by 1.

However, this assumption does not lead to correct theoretical analysis

of the variation error. Hence, we re-derive the estimation error variance

without making the simplifying assumption and our derived expressions

match the simulated values much more closely.

• Identifying a limitation of TCCE and modifying the scheme such that

better channel estimation is achieved over a range of channel correla-

tion values. TCCE updates all channel estimates based on the change

that one channel goes through. This method implicitly assumes high

channel correlation and shows better performance only for highly cor-

related channels. In our proposed scheme, we rectify this by utilizing

the channel correlation coefficients to update the channel estimates.

Our proposed scheme, called Correlation-Based Channel Estimation

(CBCE), gives lower estimation error compared to CCE and TCCE for

a wide range of channel correlation in a fast fading environment, while

in the uncorrelated case the estimation error of our proposed scheme

is comparable to CCE. We also derive expressions of average bit error

probability (ABEP) for SM and QSM with improved channel estima-
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Pilot pattern for TCCE and CBCE

Pilot pattern for CCE
Data SlotsPilot

Figure 5.1: Pilot pattern of CCE, TCCE and CBCE schemes

tion technique. Our results indicate that in a fast fading environment,

the ABEP for SM and QSM is reduced by our proposed scheme.

5.2 System Model

We consider an Nt ×Nr MIMO system, where Nt is the number of transmit

antennas and Nr is the number of receive antennas. In CCE for SM, all

the transmit antennas transmit their pilot signals sequentially in the first Nt

slots of the frame of length N . The remaining N −Nt slots are then used to

transmit data. In the TCCE scheme and our CBCE scheme, the pilot slots

are spread evenly through out the frame. The pilot signals from the transmit

antennas are still transmitted sequentially but one pilot slot is followed by

Np−1 data slots followed by another pilot slot. Np is defined as the reciprocal

of the pilot ratio η. Figure 5.1 illustrates the pilot pattern of CCE, TCCE,

and CBCE schemes for Nt = 4, η = 20%, N = 20 and Np = 5.

The channel under consideration is spatially correlated and time-varying.

To model spatial correlation, we employ the well-known Kronecker correla-

tion model for spatially correlated MIMO systems given as H′ = Σ
1
2
r ĤΣ

1
2
t ,

where Σr and Σt are the receive and transmit correlation matrices, respec-
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tively, and Ĥ is an Nr ×Nt matrix with entries independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.) according to complex Gaussian distribution with zero

mean and unit variance. Also, Σr and Σt follow the exponential decay model

given by Σrij = Σtij = ρ|i−j|, where 0 < ρ < 1 for both Σr and Σt and Σrij

or Σtij denotes the (i, j)th entry of matrix Σr or Σt, respectively.

To model the temporal variations, we use the first order auto-regressive

model. The channel matrix at time index n is

H(n) =
√
αH(n− 1) +

√
1− αH′(n), (5.1)

where H′(n) is a memoryless measurement independently derived at each

time slot. The parameter α is related to the maximum Doppler speed of the

user and is given by α = Jo(2πfdTs)
2 , where fd is the maximum doppler

frequency and Ts is the sampling time period and Jo(.) is the zeroth-order

Bessel function of the first kind.

Let x(n) be a 1 × Nt transmitted vector at time instant n formulated

according to the SM scheme in use. The received signal is given as y(n) =

H(n)x(n) + z(n), where z(n) = [z1(n), z2(n), ...,zNr(n)]T is an additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with i.i.d. elements. The received signal is

decoded on the basis of the optimum maximum likelihood (ML) principle,

which is reduced to minimum distance receiver in the presence of equally

likely inputs and is given as x′ = arg minx̂∈X ‖y − Hx̂‖2 , where x̂ repre-

sents an estimate of transmitted vector, X represents the signal space and x′

represents the decoded vector.
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5.3 Channel Estimation

We assume a least square (LS) estimation method in all schemes for the fair

comparison.

5.3.1 Conventional Channel Estimation (CCE) Scheme

In CCE for SM, each antenna is sequentially activated to send a pilot sym-

bol. Let pi denote the pilot symbol sent from the i-th antenna. The signal

received at the r-th antenna is given as yr(n) = hir(n)pi(n) + zr(n), where

hir(n) represents the channel response from transmit antenna i to receive

antenna r. We assume that the channel estimation is independently carried

out at each receive antenna and hence we drop the subscript r and focus on

the channel estimation process at a single receive antenna. With the LS es-

timation method, the channel estimate h̃i(n) is given by h̃i(n) = y(n)
pi

. h̃i(n)

is then used as a constant estimate for channel hi for the rest of the data

frame.

5.3.2 Transmission Cross Channel Estimation (TCCE)

Scheme

As previously mentioned, in TCCE, a pilot slot for antenna i is followed by

Np−1 data slots followed by the pilot slot for antenna i+1. Let h̃i(n) denote

the pilot-based estimate for the channel between antenna i and the receiver.

h̃i(n) is calculated using the LS estimate as discussed above. This estimate

is then updated at every pilot slot based on how the channel has changed

for the currently active antenna. Let ia denote the currently active antenna

transmitting a pilot symbol pia in its own pilot slot and let ki,ia denote the
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pilot slot distance between antennas i and ia, where ki,ia is given as

ki,ia =

ia − i, if i ≤ ia,

ia − i+Nt, if i > ia.

(5.2)

The last pilot slot for antenna i has been ki,iaNp slots before the current

pilot slot. Therefore, the last pilot based estimate of antenna i is denoted by

h̃i(n − ki,iaNp). Let ρi,ia = ρ|i−ia| be the correlation between antenna i and

antenna ia. Using the current and past L pilot-based channel estimates, the

response of the active channel hia is interpolated at time n − ki,iaNp. The

channel difference between the interpolated value and the current pilot-based

estimated value is then added to h̃i(n−ki,iaNp) to obtain a channel estimate

ĥi(n) for the non-active antenna. In our analysis in this part of thesis, we

take L = 1. The channel estimate for the non-active antenna i is then given

by

ĥi(n) = h̃i(n−
ki,ia
η

) +
ki,ia
Nt

(h̃ia(n)− h̃ia(n−N)). (5.3)

This scheme, however, only gives favorable results when there is high

correlation between the active antenna ia and the antenna i whose channel

response estimate is being updated. To overcome this limitation, we improve

this scheme by introducing a correlation factor ρ.

5.3.3 Correlation-Based Channel Estimation (CBCE)

Scheme

TCCE calculates the change in active channel (channel currently being es-

timated using a pilot) from its last pilot-based estimate, and adds a time-
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proportionate amount of the change-vector to all other channel estimates.

This method, however, assumes that the change-vectors of all the other chan-

nel coefficients are changing in the same direction, and hence gives large esti-

mation errors for channels changing in a different direction. In our proposed

technique, we multiply the change-vector with the channel correlation coef-

ficient before adding to the channel estimates, thus taking only the part of

the information that is relevant to the channel under consideration. In an

uncorrelated scenario, this means, we effectively do not add any information

of the neighboring channels in the channel estimation process and CBCE

reduces to CCE. Thus, while CCE estimates every channel independently,

TCCE estimates all channels together assuming high correlation between

them. CBCE, on the other hand, provides a middle-ground between CCE

and TCCE, leveraging the channel correlation only up to its useful potential.

Thus, for the proposed the CBCE scheme, the difference between current

pilot-based estimate of antenna ia and its interpolated value at n − ki,iaNp

is scaled according to the correlation between antenna i and ia. The result

would then be used to update channel i’s estimate based on the correlation

between channel ia and i. Keeping L = 1, at every pilot slot the estimate for

channel i is updated as

ĥi(n) = h̃i(n−
ki,ia
η

) + ρi,ia
ki,ia
Nt

(h̃ia(n)− h̃ia(n−N)), (5.4)

where ρi,ia represents the spatial correlation between antenna i and active

antenna ia.
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5.4 Estimation Error Analysis

In this section, we derive the variance of estimation error for the CCE, TCCE

and our proposed CBCE scheme to compare the performance. We note that

eitotal(n) = eiest + evar(n), where eitotal is the total channel estimation error of

channel i and time slot n. Also, eiest is the estimation error due to imperfect

estimation of the channel at the pilot slot, while evar(n) is the error due

to change in actual channel in the following time slots. Clearly, evar(n)

increases with time while eiest remains constant. The error eiest is given as

eiest = h̃i(n) − hi(n). Hence, eiest is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random

variable (r.v.) with variance of σ2
est.

√
α is the temporal correlation factor, i.e. how much of the previous chan-

nel state in retained in next time slot. For a user speed less than 200 km/h,

α ≥ 0.98. In this range, [90] assumes
√
α ≈ 1 and ignores all the

√
α terms

in their analysis. However, as time passes,
√
α undergoes a multiplicative

effect and after 50 time slots the value of
√
α

50
is 0.7585. This multiplicative

effect is ignored in [90]. As the frame length increases (either due to higher

number of transmit antennas or lower pilot ratio), the number of time slots

that pass between the two consecutive channel estimation slots for the same

channel, also increase and the variation error becomes significant. Hence, we

re-derive the variance of channel estimation error without assuming
√
α ≈ 1.

For evar(n), using (5.1), we can write

hi(m+ n) =
√
α
n
hi(m) +

√
1− α

n−1∑
j=0

√
α
j
h′i(m+ n− j). (5.5)
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The variation error evar(n) is then given as

evar(n) = hi(m)− hi(m+ n)

= (1− αn/2)hi(m)−
√

1− α
n−1∑
j=0

αj/2h′i(m+ n− j). (5.6)

As j ≤ n − 1, time index m + n − j is greater than time index m. Hence,

as h′i is independently derived for every time slot, hi(m) and h′i(m + n − j)

remain independent for all values of j. Hence, evar(n) is a zero-mean complex

Gaussian r.v. with variance of

σ2
var(n) = (1− αn/2)2 + (1− α)

n−1∑
j=0

αj = 2(1− αn/2), (5.7)

where n refers to the number of time slots that have passed since the last

estimation process.

5.4.1 Conventional Channel Estimation (CCE)

Based on the LS estimate, we have eiest = z
pi

If γ denotes the SNR, then the

variance of the estimation error, σ2
est = 1

γ
. Hence, the total error variance in

conventional CE technique for the channel i is given by σ2
i = 1

γ
+2(1−αni/2),

where ni is the number of slots that have passed since the estimation of

channel i. For data slots in conventional CE, ni ranges from Nt − i + 1 to

N − i. Hence, the average estimation error variance over all time slots for all

channels is given by

σ̄2
c =

1

Nt(N −Nt)

Nt∑
i=1

N−i∑
j=Nt−i+1

[
1

γ
+ 2(1− αj/2)]

=
1

γ
+ 2− 2

Nt(N −Nt)

αNt − αN − α1/2 + αN−Nt

2α1/2 − 1− α
,

(5.8)
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ei,iaest = hi(n−
ki,ia
η

)(1− α
ki,ia
2η )− ki,ia

Nt

hia(n−
Nt

η
)(1− α

Nt
2η )︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

+
√

1− αki,ia
Nt

n−
ki,ia
η∑

j=n−Nt
η

+1

α(n−j)/2h′ia(j)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

+
√

1− α
n∑

j=n−
ki,ia
η

+1

α(n−j)/2(
ki,ia
Nt

h′ia(j)− h
′
i(j))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

+
z(n− ki,ia

η
)

pi
+
ki,ia
Nt

(
z(n)

pia
− z(n−N)

pia
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

D

.
(5.10)

where the subscript c denotes conventional. For a stationary channel, σ̄2
c

becomes equal to 1
γ
.

5.4.2 Transmission Cross Channel Estimation (TCCE)

In TCCE, even if the pilot slot is for one particular channel, all channels are

re-estimated using the change-vector as discussed above. Hence, in this case,

the variation error evar also affects the channel estimation error eiest of channel

i. Thus, for TCCE case as well, we need to re-derive the estimation error

variance without making the assumption
√
α ≈ 1. In the TCCE scheme, a

channel is estimated/updated in every pilot slot and the estimation error is

given as

eiest = ĥi(n)− hi(n), (5.9)

where ĥi(n) may or may not be the pilot based estimate of hi(n). Using (5.5),

we have hi(n) =
√
α
ki,ia
η hi(n − ki,ia

η
)) +

√
1− α

∑n

j=n−
ki,ia
η

+1

√
α

(n−j)
h′i(j)

and hia(n) =
√
α
N
hia(n − N) +

√
1− α

∑n
j=n−N+1

√
α

(n−j)
h′ia(j). Because

h̃i(n) = hi(n) + zi(n)
pi

, putting (5.3) with these into (5.9) and splitting into

time independent terms, we obtain ei,iaest in (5.10).

In (5.10), all four parts (A, B, C and D) of the estimation error are in-

dependent1. In part A, the terms hi(n − ki,ia
η

) and hia(n − Nt
η

) are channel

1hi(n− ki,ia
η ) in part A is very slightly correlated with the term h′

ia
(n− ki,ia

η ) in part
B. Overlooking this correlation does not change the results.
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responses of two different antennas at two different time instants. However,

due to spatial and temporal correlation they cannot be considered indepen-

dent. To obtain the variance of the terms in the first line, we note

V ar(A+B) = V ar(A) + V ar(B) + 2Cov(AB) (5.11)

We also note that

hi(n−
ki,ia
η

) =
√
α
Nt−ki,ia

η hi(n−
N

η
)

+
√

1− α

Nt−ki,ia
η

−1∑
j=0

√
α
j
h′i(n−

ki,ia
η
− j)

(5.12)

As all the channel responses have unit variance, the covariance between

any two channel reponses at the same time instant is equal to the correlation

between them. Hence,

Cov(hi(n)hia(n)) = ρi,ia = ρ|i−ia| (5.13)

Furthermore, h′i(j) is independent of hi(k) and h′i(k) for k 6= j. The

variance of part A in (5.10) is thus given as

σ2
A =(1− α

ki,ia
2η )2 +

k2
i,ia

N2
t

(1− α
Nt
2η )2

− 2
ki,ia
Nt

(1− α
ki,ia
2η )(1− α

Nt
2η )ρi,iaα

Nt−ki,ia
2η

(5.14)
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With a substitution of s = n− j, the variance of part B in (5.10) is given

as

σ2
B = (1− α)

k2
i,ia

N2
t

Nt
η
−1∑

s=
ki,ia
η

αs

=
k2
i,ia

N2
t

(α
ki,ia
η − α

Nt
η )

(5.15)

The two terms h′ia(j) and h′i(j) in part C of (5.10) are correlated. Hence,

again using (5.11) and with a substituion of s = n − j, the variance of part

C of (5.10) is given as

σ2
C = (

k2
i,ia

N2
t

+ 1− 2
ki,ia
Nt

ρi,ia)

ki,ia
η
−1∑

s=0

αs

= (
k2
i,ia

N2
t

+ 1− 2
ki,ia
Nt

ρi,ia)(1− α
ki,ia
η )

(5.16)

Part D in (5.10) consists of independent noise terms. The variance of

part D is given as

σ2
D = (1 + 2

k2
i,ia

N2
t

)
1

γ
(5.17)

After adding (5.14) - (5.17) and simplifying, the variance of estimation

error in (5.10) is given as
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σ2
t−esti,ia =2

k2
i,ia

N2
t

(1− α
Nt
2η )− 2

ki,iaρi,ia
Nt

(1 + α
Nt
η − α

Nt
2η )

+ 2α
ki,ia
η
ki,iaρi,ia
Nt

− 2α
ki,ia
2η

+ 2α
−ki,ia

2η
ki,iaρi,ia
Nt

(α
Nt
η − α

Nt
2η )

+ (1 + 2
k2
i,ia

N2
t

)
1

γ
+ 2

(5.18)

The total channel estimation error variance can be given as σt−i,ia(n)2 =

σ2
t−esti,ia + σ2

var(n). The error variance is dependent on the channel being

estimated, the active channel and time. The average error variance in the

data slots is the summation of average estimation error variance in (5.18)

and average variation error in (5.7) as

σ̄2
t =

1

(Np − 1)N2
t

Nt∑
i=1

Nt∑
ia=1

Np−1∑
n=1

σ2
t−i,ia(n)

=
1

N2
t

Nt∑
i=1

Nt∑
ia=1

σ2
t−esti,ia +

1

(Np − 1)

Np−1∑
n=1

σ2
var(n)

=
1

N2
t

Nt∑
i=1

Nt∑
ia=1

σ2
t−esti,ia + 2 +

2

Np − 1
(
α
Np
2 −
√
α

1−
√
α

).

(5.19)

5.4.3 Correlation-Based Channel Estimation (CBCE)

For the CBCE scheme, we note from (5.4) that the scaling factor in channel

estimation is
ki,iaρi,ia

Nt
instead of

ki,ia
Nt

, hence the estimation error variance for
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this scheme is given as

σ2
ρ−esti,ia=

2k2
i,iaρ

2
i,ia(1− α

Nt
2η )

N2
t

−
2ki,iaρ

2
i,ia(1 + α

Nt
η − α

Nt
2η )

Nt

+ 2α
ki,ia
η
ki,iaρ

2
i,ia

Nt

− 2α
ki,ia
2η + (1 + 2

k2
i,iaρ

2
i,ia

N2
t

)
1

γ
+ 2

+ 2α
−ki,ia

2η
ki,iaρ

2
i,ia

Nt

(α
Nt
η − α

Nt
2η ). (5.20)

Consequently, the average error variance for the CBCE scheme is given as

σ̄2
ρ =

Nt∑
i=1

Nt∑
ia=1

σ2
ρ−esti,ia
N2
t

+ 2 +
2(α

Np
2 −
√
α)

(Np − 1)(1−
√
α)
. (5.21)

5.5 ABEP Bound for SM/QSM with Chan-

nel Estimation Errors

5.5.1 ABEP Bound with Perfect CSI

We will use the ABEP bound derived in [110] for correlated channels as this

bound can be applied to both SM and QSM with the appropriate choice of

signal vectors. In the absence of channel estimation errors, the APEP bound

is given by

APEP (xi,l → xj,l̂)

=
1

2π

exp(−γl
4
uH
H̃

Λ(INrNt + γl
4
LH̃Λ)−1uH̃)

| INrNt + γl
4
LH̃Λ |

, (5.22)

where Λ = INr ⊗ ΨΨH , uH̃ = uHR
1
2
s vec(1NrNt), LH̃ = σ2

HRs and Rs =

Σr ⊗ Σt. The vec(·) is a vectorization operator that stacks the columns
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of a matrix into a column vector, ⊗ denotes the Kroncker product, (·)H

denotes Hermitian operator and In is an n × n identity matrix. Similarly,

Ψ = (xi,l−xj,l̂) where the vector xi,l denotes the input vector to the system.

For SM with Nt = 8, xi,l may be given as xi,lSM = [0, 0, 0, χl√
Es
, 0, 0, 0, 0],

where χl is the symbol transmitted from the signal constellation diagram

with a unit energy constraint being applied on the transmitted signal vector.

For QSM with Nt = 8, xi,l may be given as xi,lQSM = [0, 0,
χ<l√
Es
, 0, 0, χl

=
√
Es
, 0, 0].

It should be noted that γl in (5.22) denotes the SNR due to transmitted

symbol χl. In the channel model considered, uH = 0 and σ2
H = 1. With the

APEP derived, average bit error rate (ABER) can be approximated using

the well known union bound, i.e.,

ABER ≤ 1
2ξ

∑
i,l

∑
j,l̂

N(xi,l,xj,l̂)

ξ
APEP (xi,l → xj,l̂),

where ξ is the number of bits transmitted per SM symbol and N(xi,l,xj,l̂)

denotes the number of bits in error between the symbols xi,l and xj,l̂.

5.5.2 ABEP Bound with Channel Estimation Errors

If the receive antennas are correlated, then the channel estimation error at

the receive antennas will also be correlated, leading to factor ρ being in-

cluded in the estimation error variance for multiple receive antennas [108].

It should also be noted that the estimation error of the active channel and

the estimation error of the incorrectly decoded channel, both will affect the

decoding process. Thus effective SNR is given as γl,l̂eff = γl
1+ρσ̄e2γl+ρσ̄e2γl̂

,

where σ̄e
2 is the average channel estimation error. In the case of unit energy

transmissions, it reduces to γeff = γ
1+2ρσ̄e2γ

, where γ is simply the SNR for

unit energy transmitted vector. The APEP with channel estimation errors
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can then be computed by using γeff in place of γl in (5.22).

5.6 Simulator

The simulations and analytical calculations were carried out in MATLAB.

For the CCE scheme, a new channel was realized with every new frame.

Within a frame, the channel was made to vary according to speed consid-

ered. BER was then calculated via averaging over 106 channel realizations.

However, as the TCCE and CBCE schemes aim to track the time varying

channel, the channel estimation process needs to be averaged over a large

number of frames for a single channel realization with the whole process be-

ing repeated for a large number of channel realizations. Therefore, in this

case a single channel realization was varied over time for 100 frames. BER

was then calculated via averaging over 104 channel realizations.

5.7 Results and System Performance

Figure 5.2 shows the CCE error variance for different number of transmit

antennas with the new and old analytical model. We consider the pilot

ratios of 5% and 2.5%. The frame length is given by Nt
η

, i.e. it increases with

increasing Nt and decreasing η. In figure 5.3, we clearly observe the disparity

between the old analytical model and the simulated values for increasing

frame lengths, while the new model shows the high correlation with the

simulation results. It can also be seen that the estimation error increases

with frame length, due to the fact that more time passes between channel

re-estimation and the channel variation error becomes dominant in a time

varying environment.
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Figure 5.2: Accuracy of CCE error with new analysis.
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Figure 5.3: Channel estimation error variance vs. ρ.
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Figure 5.4: BER for SM, 8×4, QPSK, 5 bpcu.

Assuming an 8×4 setup and the user speed of 30 m/s, figure 5.3 shows

the average channel estimation error variance for different ρ at an SNR of

20dB. It can be seen that for all cases, the channel estimation error increases

with decreasing η, because lower η corresponds to a higher frame length.

We also observe that CBCE gives the lowest error variance across a wide

range of ρ, while TCCE only provides gains over CCE when ρ > 0.78. The

simulation results match closely with the analytical results, which validates

our analysis.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the BER for SM with 5 bits per channel use
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Figure 5.5: BER for QSM, 8×4, QPSK, 8 bpcu.

(bpcu) and QSM with 8 bpcu, respectively. The user speed is set to be 15

m/s, and we use ρ = {0.5, 0.8} at both the transmitter and the receiver. We

can observe good correlation between simulation results and the analytical

bounds that we derived.

Further, it can be seen that in low SNR regime, CBCE and CCE provide

comparable performances. This is because the LS-based estimation error is

added thrice in the calculation of correlation-based channel estimator and

that accounts for most of the error in CBCE at low SNR, while time varying

channel accounts for the error in CCE case. As the SNR increases and the
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LS-based estimation error drops, the gains provided by CBCE in handling

the time varying channel becomes significant. It can be seen that CBCE

provides around 2dB gain over CCE for moderate antenna correlation and

5dB gain for high antenna correlation. TCCE, however, outperforms CCE

only for high antenna correlation and is still outperformed by our proposed

scheme by 2-3 dBs. The performance of spatial modulation schemes is better

when the channel correlation is low, because channel coefficients are part of

the overall constellation. So when the channel coefficients become correlated,

it is harder to for the receiver to differentiate between them and the BER

increases.

In all the cases considered, the analytical BER is worse than the simulated

BER at high SNRs except in the case of SM with CBCE for ρ = 0.5 in

Fig. 5.4. As the CBCE scheme aims to track the time varying channel,

the channel estimation process needs to be averaged over a large number of

frames for a single channel realization with the whole process being repeated

for a large number of channel realizations. Given that the BER with ρ = 0.5

is of the order of 10−7 for CBCE, ideally the simulations should have been

done with an input size of 1010 bits. However, this was not possible due to

resource limitations. We anticipate that for a larger number of runs, this

inconsistency would not be there.

In figure 5.6, we can observe the impacts of ρ and the user speed (15, 20,

and 25m/s) on the relative BER improvement of the three schemes. The first

group, ‘CBCE over CCE’, depicts the performance improvement that CBCE

offers over CCE. It can be seen that for all the considered speeds, CBCE offers

performance improvement over CCE when ρ becomes greater than 0.3 to

0.4. However, it can also be observed that this gain diminishes for increasing

user speed due to an increase in the channel variation error, σ2
var, which
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becomes the dominant factor in all the channel estimation techniques at

higher speeds. The second group, ‘TCCE over CCE’, shows the performance

improvement that TCCE offers over CCE, and it can be seen that CCE

offers superior performance over a wide range of correlation values while

TCCE only offers improvement for values of ρ ≥ 0.75. The third group

‘CBCE over TCCE’ compares the performance of CBCE with TCCE. For

low to medium values of ρ, CBCE provides more than 50% improvement in

BER, for all the considered speeds. At high values of ρ, the improvement

in performance decreases and at ρ = 0.9 only 10-20% improvement in BER

can be seen. Even in this case greater improvement is offered at lower speed

due to channel variation error becoming dominant at higher speeds. This

is consistent with our observation that TCCE gives good performance only

in highly correlated scenarios but nevertheless, it can be seen that CBCE

outperforms TCCE in all the considered cases.

In figures 5.7 and 5.8, for further evaluation of the proposed scheme,

we compare a semi-blind channel estimation scheme in [3] with the three

pilot-based schemes for different number of the receive antennas Nr. In the

simulation presented in figure 5.7, the semi-blind channel estimation with

a single channel realization was carried on for 16,000 channel uses (corre-

sponding to 100 frames with 8 transmit antennas and 5% pilot ratio), and

the result was averaged over 1,000 channel realizations. In the two figures,

we assume 8 transmit antennas, the user speed of 30m/s, and the SNR of

20dB. For the fair comparison, we assume 5% pilot ratio for CBCE in figure

5.8.

We observe that the error variances of the semi-blind scheme in figure 5.7

are significantly higher compared to the pilot-based schemes in figure 5.8.

This is because in spatial modulation data is also modulated onto the indices
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of BER improvement.
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Figure 5.8: Estimation error variance vs. ρ: Pilot-based schemes

of transmit antennas, and when a detection error occurs (the probability of

which is higher in fast fading environment), not only the channel is estimated

incorrectly but that estimate is also associated with a wrong channel. These

errors then get multiplied, resulting in a large error variance.

Further, we observe that the performance of CBCE remains the same

even with 1 receive antenna, while the receiver diversity strongly impacts the

performance of semi-blind channel estimation scheme, whose performance

is much worse with single receive antenna. Also, the channel correlation

causes sharp performance degradation of the semi-blind scheme, because the

detection error increases and incorrect channels are updated. On the other
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Figure 5.9: Impact of the number of the transmit antennas Nt.

hand, in CBCE, the channel correlation helps keeping the error variance low.

In figure 5.8, it can be seen that having more number of receive antennas

does not improve the channel estimation error variance. The BER of SM

scheme, however, will improve as the spatial modulation scheme will benefit

from receive diversity, while the channel estimation error variance remains

the same.

Lastly, in figure 5.9, we investigate the impact of the number of transmit

antennas. It can be seen that the estimation error variance of all of the three

schemes increases, as the number of transmit antennas increases because of

the increase in frame length. Among the three schemes, CBCE gives the
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lowest channel estimation error in all scenarios. We note that the increase in

estimation error variance will also cause the BER of SM schemes to increase.

It is noted that the speed less than 200 km/h is mentioned to better

explain the approximation in [90]. The user speed of less than 200 km/h,

which corresponds to α ≥ 0.98, was considered in [90]. The authors in [90]

assumed that
√
α ≈ 1 for all values of α ≥ 0.98. Hence, all the

√
α terms in

their analysis are treated as unity. However, we have shown in our analysis

that even for the user speed of less than 200 km/h, higher powers of
√
α

cannot be approximated by 1. Since we have dispensed with this assumption,

our analysis also works for user speeds greater than 200 km/h. However, as

the user speed increases, the error due to channel variation becomes large for

all the three channel estimation schemes. In CCE, this error is greater, as

the channel is re-estimated after N − 1 slots, where N is the total number of

slots in a frame. In TCCE and CBCE, this error is smaller, as a channel is re-

estimated after Np−1 slots, where Np = N
Nt

and Nt is the number of transmit

antennas. Nonetheless, the overall error, with all the channel estimation

schemes, becomes too large to observe any reasonable BER. Therefore, the

maximum speed that we have considered in our results is 30 m/s.

Table 5.1 gives a comparison of the three channel estimation schemes in

terms of their operation and performance.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter we proposed a correlation based channel estimation (CBCE)

scheme for SM in a time varying environment. Our proposed scheme exploits

the spatial correlation between antennas and uses the channel state of the

active channel to deduce channel states of all other channels. We first cor-
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the three channel estimation (CE) schemes

CCE TCCE CBCE
Pilot pattern All at start Evenly spread out Evenly spread out

CE Independent Interdependent Interdependent
CE frequency 1 Nt Nt

/channel /frame
Complexity 1 complex x 2(Nt − 1) complex + 2(Nt − 1) complex +

/channel /frame 2(Nt − 1) simple x 4(Nt − 1) simple x
L = 1 1 complex x 1 complex x

Zero to very low High corr. Low to high corr.
Channel condition corr. (over CBCE) (over CCE) (over CCE)
for performance Zero to medium No gain Complete gain

gain corr. (over TCCE) (over CBCE) (over TCCE)

rected the existing model for computing estimation error variance and then

used the improved model to derive the estimation error variance of our pro-

posed scheme. Our results indicate that not only our improved model for

calculating the error variance is more accurate than the existing model but

also the estimation error variance of our proposed CBCE scheme remains

the lowest over a range of channel correlation values. This is because the

CBCE scheme utilzies the spatial correlation only to its useful potential, un-

like the TCCE scheme that totally depends on spatial correlation and the

CCE scheme that does not exploit any sort of spatial correlation. The result

is an improvement of BER in SM, when CBCE scheme is used over existing

methods, for various user speeds.
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Chapter 6

Full-Duplex Quadrature Spatial

Modulation

Devices with full-duplex (FD) radios are able to transmit and receive at the

same time without requiring orthogonal resources, thereby creating strong

self-interference (SI) that results from their own transmissions. Spatial mod-

ulation (SM), on the other hand, is a multi-antenna scheme that activates

only one transmit antenna to send a data symbol, where the index of the

activated antenna depends on the input bits. In this manner, additional

data can be conveyed implicitly via the selection of the active transmit an-

tenna. Quadrature spatial modulation (QSM) is a variant of SM, in which

the quadrature components of the constellation symbol are separately modu-

lated on the indices of the transmit antenna, leading to an increase in the data

rate by implicitly encoding on the spatial domain. This chapter proposes a

novel FD-QSM scheme that exploits multiple antennas to achieve antenna

cancellation at the receiving side to mitigate the SI signal. Assuming active

cancellation mechanisms are also in place, the performance of FD-QSM is

studied in the presence of residual SI (RSI). The results reveal that FD-QSM
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can provide more than 40% capacity gain over its half-duplex (HD) counter-

part in the presence of strong RSI and roughly the same gain over HD spatial

multiplexing (SMX)-based multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems

with moderate RSI. When applied to the downlink of a cellular network,

FD-QSM provides 2dB gain over FD-SM and 5dB gain over FD-MIMO, op-

erating at the same spectral efficiency, while huge gains are observed when

FD-QSM is applied to non orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)-aided FD

relay network.

6.1 Introduction and Motivation

In the last decade, a large body of research work has focused on full-duplex

(FD) communications to enhance the spectral efficiency and capacity of wire-

less systems by transmitting and receiving at the same time. The realization

of this scheme would do away with the conventional time division duplex

(TDD) or frequency division duplex (FDD) requiring two orthogonal re-

sources for transmission and reception. In FD communications, the antennas

themselves can either be full-duplex or half-duplex (HD). FD antennas can

transmit and receive simultaneously while HD antennas can either transmit

or receive. In this article, we consider the case where HD antennas are used

to achieve FD communications. A major challenge in the realization of the

FD scheme is the strong interference signal coming from the device’s own

transmit antennas. This is termed as self-interference (SI) signal, which is

typically orders of magnitude higher than the desired signal and must be

cancelled. Theoretically, it should be easy for the transmitting node to do so

as it already knows the signal that it has transmitted. However, before the

detection phase, the received signal has to pass through an analog-to-digital
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converter (ADC). The SI signal, which is significantly larger in magnitude,

completely dominates the ADC process, and the desired signal suffers from

heavy quantization losses. Therefore, it is imperative that the SI be can-

celled/suppressed before reaching the ADC.

The SI cancellation process typically consists of three stages:

1. Passive cancellation

2. Active analog cancellation

3. Active digital cancellation

Passive cancellation involves separation between the node’s own transmit

and receive antennas such that the SI signal goes through as much path loss

as possible. Choi et al. in [111] propose using two transmit antennas sepa-

rated by a suitable wavelength such that the two SI signals add destructively

at the receiver, causing SI cancellation. However, even if all the antennas are

perfectly placed, and the amplitudes of the two SI signals are exactly equal

at the receiving antenna, the SI cancellation is limited by the bandwidth of

the transmitted signal. It is shown in [111] that at a carrier frequency of

2.45 GHz with a 5 MHz signal bandwidth, a maximum of 60dB SI cancella-

tion can be achieved. The quality of this cancellation degrades with antenna

placement errors and amplitude mismatch at the receiver. Active analog can-

cellation, on the other hand, refers to SI cancellation in the radio frequency

(RF) domain. The channel between the transmit and receive antenna(s)

in a node is estimated, and the estimated SI signal at the receiver is then

subtracted from the received signal. However, imperfect channel estimation

due to noise and other distortions in the system prevents the SI signal from

being completely cancelled. Nevertheless, passive and active analog cancel-

lation schemes, together, can achieve sufficient SI cancellation such that the
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remaining SI signal is comparable to the desired signal, if not less, when it

reaches the ADC. Active digital cancellation schemes can then be used, but

in most cases, an estimate of the channel will be required.

While FD promises large capacity gains, spatial modulation (SM), which

is a multi-antenna scheme, offers some other great advantages. In SM, based

on the input bit sequence, 1 out of Nt transmit antennas is activated to

transmit a symbol from the M -ary phase-shift keying (PSK)/quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) signal constellation. Thus, in addition to the

log2(M) bits encoded in the M -ary PSK/QAM signal constellation (con-

stellation domain), log2(Nt) bits can be implicitly encoded in the index of

transmit antenna (spatial domain). The total data rate, measured in bits

per channel use (bpcu), achieved via this scheme is thus log2(M) + log2(Nt).

As can be inferred, in SM, there is only one active transmit antenna at one

instant. Therefore, this scheme completely avoids any inter-channel inter-

ference (ICI) or inter-antenna synchronization (IAS) requirements. Further,

as only a single RF chain is required, the transmitter design can be signifi-

cantly simplified, and SM is readily extendable to large-scale multiple-input

multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Moreover, because of the sparse nature

of the transmitted vector, the maximum likelihood (ML) detector can have

a lower decoding complexity. In [41] and the references therein, detailed dis-

cussions on SM and its variants can be found including the integration with

other technologies and communication applications.

In this chapter, we propose a full-duplex quadrature spatial modulation

(FD-QSM) scheme utilizing antenna cancellation for the SI signal under the

assumption that transmit antenna separation is half the wavelength. It is

also assumed that after the antenna cancellation, appropriate active analog

and digital SI cancellation techniques are in place, which can further reduce
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the strength of the SI signal. In FD-QSM, a special subset of antennas can

be involved in the transmission, while the remaining antennas can be used

as receive antennas. The antenna-based SI cancellation scheme poses a con-

straint on the placement of receive antennas, thereby limiting the maximum

number of antennas that can be used as receive antennas. Thereafter, we

study the gains provided by FD-QSM in the presence of RSI.

6.2 Full-duplex Quadrature Spatial Modula-

tion

The drawback of SM is the fact that the data rate increases only logarith-

mically with the number of transmit antennas. To increase the data rate

transmitted via spatial domain, quadrature spatial modulation (QSM) was

proposed. QSM separates each constellation symbol into its quadrature com-

ponents, and each component is independently sent via 1 out of Nt trans-

mit antennas increasing the number of possible antenna combinations in the

spatial domain to (N2
t ). The data rate achieved via this scheme is thus

log2(M) + 2 log2(Nt). For further details on QSM, the reader is encouraged

to refer to [41] and the references therein. The concept and implementation

of QSM, as described in [?], is illustrated in the “conventional QSM” block

in Fig. 6.1 for Nt = 8, using a single RF chain. The function of the QSM

spatial demultiplexer (QSM-SD) block is to separate the sine and cosine car-

riers and route them to the correct antennas according to the spatial bits. In

the figure, however, the QSM-SD block is followed by another module, which

will be described later.

In this section, we propose a novel FD-QSM scheme with SI cancella-

tion. In the QSM scheme, up to 2 antennas can be selected to transmit the
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(a) Node A

(b) Node B

Figure 6.1: An 8x8 point-to-point FD-QSM system with 1 receive antenna.
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quadrature components of the M -ary PSK/QAM constellation symbol. This

implies that the two quadrature components can be transmitted using the

same or different transmit antennas as determined by the input bit sequence

modulating the spatial domain. To help with the SI cancellation in the FD-

QSM scheme, we propose that the antenna(s) next to the selected antenna(s)

simply repeat the signal transmitted by the selected antenna(s) with a dif-

ferent amplitude. As the distance between two adjacent antennas is assumed

to be half a wavelength, the two transmitted signals will arrive out of phase

with each other at the receiving antenna of the same device and hence will

cause destructive interference leading to SI cancellation, as in [111]. The

amplitude of the repeated transmission is adjusted, so that the two signals

arrive with the same amplitude at the receiving antenna(s). The transmit

antenna nearer to the receiving antenna transmits with a smaller amplitude

as compared to the other transmit antenna. If the antenna selected for trans-

mission, based on the input sequence, is the last antenna then the index of

the repeating antenna shall be Nt − 3, which is one-and-a-half wavelengths

backwards. We term this scenario the end-antenna case (EAC). This rule is

because the distance between the primary antenna and the repeating antenna

needs to be an integer multiple of half a wavelength, i.e. k λ
2
, where k is a

positive integer, to achieve interference cancellation at the receiving antenna.

To avoid confusion with the case when the primary antenna is the second

last antenna and the repeating antenna is the last antenna, in the EAC, the

index of the repeating antenna is chosen to be Nt − 3. Figure 6.1 shows

a block diagram of the proposed FD-QSM scheme in a point-to-point FD

transmission system with Node A and Node B as the two endpoints. Based

on the spatial input bits that decide the transmit antennas to use, and the

repetition rules, the receiver switch decides upon the receiving antennas and
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connects those to the receiver’s RF chain(s). The information on receiving

antenna indices is also fed to the adaptive power splitter (APS) block. The

APS takes the RF input from the QSM-SD and splits the power between the

primary transmit antennas and the repeating antennas. The term ‘adaptive’

refers to the fact that the power splitting ratio, (1:a2) or (a2:1), is adjusted

based the location of the receiving antennas, according to the repetition rules

described earlier. It is noted that the physical implementation of QSM-SD,

APS and the receiver switch is beyond the scope of this work. Node B gives

an example of EAC. It can also be seen in the figure that amplitude ad-

justment is made on the antenna that is nearer to the receiving antenna of

the same node. If x dB denotes the path loss over a distance of λ
2
, λ being

the wavelength of the carrier frequency, then a being the smaller amplitude

equals 10−
x
20 . For EAC, the value of a will be 10−

3x
20 .

6.2.1 Receiving Antenna(s)

While the receive antenna(s) can also be separately placed, we consider using

inactive transmit antennas as receive antennas for FD operation. Without

the antenna-based SI cancellation scheme in place, up to Nt − 2 antennas

can be used as receive antennas. However, in the antenna-based SI can-

cellation scheme, the transmitting antenna that is nearer to the receiving

antenna(s) should be transmitting with a smaller amplitude. In other words,

some of the receiving antennas cannot be on the side of the antenna transmit-

ting with a greater amplitude. Hence, for the antenna-based SI cancellation

scheme to work, all the receive antennas must be on the same side of the real-

indexed/imag-indexed active antennas, so that SI cancellation can effectively

take place at the receiving antennas. This constraint limits the maximum

number of antennas, Nr, that can be used as receive antennas in the FD-
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QSM scheme. In general, Nr = bNt−4
3
c, where Nt > 4 and b.c denotes the

floor operation. Here 4 comes from the fact that up to 4 antennas can get

involved in signal transmission. The condition on receiving antennas being

present on the same side of the transmitting antennas dictates that only the

inactive antennas that appear in a cluster can be used for reception. If the

real-indexed antennas and the imag-indexed antennas happen to get selected

in such a manner that the inactive antennas are divided in 3 equal groups

then the largest cluster size will be at its minimum, and this defines the

maximum number of inactive antennas that can be used for reception. For

example, with 16 antennas, a transmitting configuration of [0 0 0 0 R R 0 0

0 0 I I 0 0 0 0] means that only up to 4 antennas can be used for reception,

where R and I correspond to the real and imaginary part of the transmitted

constellation symbol, respectively. For 8 transmit antennas, keeping in view

the EAC, only 1 inactive antenna can be used for reception. This has also

been illustrated in Node B of figure 6.1. As the receive antennas are activated

adaptively with every channel use, synchronized switches would be required

to switch between the active transmit and receive antennas. The number of

RF-chains used by this scheme is 1 +Nr.

6.2.2 Detection

The detection process requires the knowledge of the channel between the

transmitter and the receiver. The knowledge of SI channel is neither as-

sumed nor utilized. Using the knowledge of the complete transmitted sig-

nal set (comprising of antenna indices and constellation symbols) and the

channel, a set of all possible received signals without interference and noise

is constructed. It should be mentioned here that the ML receiver jointly

estimates the antenna indices and the constellation symbol. Assuming all
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transmitted signals to be equally likely, the ML receiver is reduced to a min-

imum distance receiver, wherein the distance of received signal, distorted by

noise and interference, is calculated with all possible received signals without

interference and noise. The output is the transmitted signal which, when

multiplied by the channel gains, comes closest to the actual received signal.

Detection complexity

The detection complexity of full-duplex communication in general increases

owing to the SI cancellation. However, the signal repetition scheme for

antenna-cancellation also adds in some complexity, which is increased by

2 complex multiplications and additions per iteration of the ML detector.

6.3 Simulator

All simulations were carried out in MATLAB and the BER was averaged

over 106 channel realizations.

6.4 Performance Evaluation

We test the performance of FD-QSM using three different scenarios. In the

first scenario, we consider a point-to-point MIMO system with QPSK for

FD-QSM evaluation. The second scenario considers a cellular system with

FD CIOD-STBC in the uplink and FD-QSM in the downlink, while the

third looks at a NOMA-based FD relay configuration. In all these scenarios,

Rayleigh fading with unit channel gain is considered, except where stated

otherwise, and the channel is assumed to be known at the receiver. Assuming

that the channel state information (CSI) is not available at the transmitter,
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we do not consider any precoding at the transmitter side. For fairness, the

average transmit power per channel use is constrained to unity in all the

schemes. Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a variance No is

assumed to be added to the signal at each receiver. Perfect SI cancellation,

as well as residual SI, is considered for performance evaluation. It is assumed

that the antenna cancellation is followed by active SI cancellation techniques.

The residual SI is taken to be zero mean Gaussian with variance σ2
RSI =

No10
β
10 −No, where β ≥ 0 is the SNR loss factor in dB [91]. At the receiver,

ML detection is considered. As discussed earlier, in case of equally likely

input, the ML detector is reduced to a minimum distance receiver.

6.4.1 FD-QSM in Point-to-Point Links

We consider a 16×16 point-to-point MIMO transmission system with FD-

QSM. Out of these 16 antennas, 4 inactive antennas are used for reception. A

total of 5 RF chains are used at a single node; 1 for the transmitter and 4 for

the receiver. FD-QSM system is operated at 10 bpcu one-way, amounting to a

total data rate of 20 bpcu as transmission and reception are happening in the

same slot. Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out for performance

evaluation, and comparisons have been made with HD-QSM and HD spatial

multiplexing (SMX) MIMO systems. Figure 6.2 shows the BER comparison

of FD-QSM with no RSI, RSI with β = 1.5 and β = 3, 16×4 HD-QSM

operating at 10 bpcu and 5×4 MIMO with spatial multiplexing operating at

10 bpcu. The considered HD-SMX MIMO system operates with 5 transmit

RF chains. It can be seen that with no RSI, FD-QSM performs better than

HD-SMX MIMO and nearly as good as HD-QSM, both operating at half

the spectral efficiency. With RSI introduced at β = 1.5, the performance
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Figure 6.2: BER comparison of FD-QSM with HD-SMX MIMO and HD-
QSM.

of FD-QSM degrades a little, providing significant gains, nevertheless, due

to its FD property. At β = 3, the performance of FD-QSM degrades more

incurring an SNR loss of 5dB at a BER of 10−2.

Figure 6.3 shows the effect of increasing RSI on the BER performance of

FD-QSM at 20dB SNR. Comparison has been made with half-duplex QSM

and SMX schemes for varying spectral efficiencies. The spectral efficiency of

QSM has been increased by increasing the modulation order on the constel-

lation domain, while the number of transmit antennas is kept the same as
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Figure 6.3: BERs FD-QSM, SMX MIMO and half-duplex QSM for varying
β at 20dB SNR.

FD-QSM. In the case of SMX, two approaches have been used to increase

the data rate. First, by increasing the number of transmit antennas and

keeping the modulation order the same. And second, by increasing the mod-

ulation order and keeping the number of transmit antennas the same. The

former causes an increase in the number of RF chains and a small increase

in data rate with every transmitter added. The latter keeps the number of

RF chains fixed and causes a rapid increase in data rate with an increase in

the modulation order.
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It can be seen from figure 6.3 that increasing the number of transmit

antennas to increase the data rate results in a much lower BER than in-

creasing the modulation order with a fixed number of transmit antennas.

This is due to the spatial diversity introduced by increasing the number of

transmit antennas. Figure 6.3 allows us to analyze how much RSI FD-QSM

can endure while still providing gains over the half-duplex MIMO schemes.

In comparison with half-duplex QSM, the FD-QSM can provide more than

40% improvement in the spectral efficiency, with the same BER, even in the

presence of RSI with β = 7.2 dB. For the case of SMX MIMO with increas-

ing modulation order, the FD-QSM can tolerate RSI with β = 4.5 while still

providing more than 30% gain in spectral efficiency. Even in the absence of

any capacity gain at β = 8, the FD-QSM provides a better BER. On the

other hand, the performance of SMX MIMO with an increasing number of

transmit antennas becomes better when the RSI has crossed the SNR loss

factor of 6.6dB. Table 6.1 summarizes the capacity gain that FD-QSM has to

offer over the half-duplex MIMO schemes and the associated RSI thresholds.

It needs to be noted here that even though 10×4 MIMO with spatial mul-

tiplexing performs better than FD-QSM when the SNR loss factor exceeds

6.6dB, it requires 10 RF chains at the transmitter, whereas FD-QSM requires

only 5. Further, any FD scheme operating at 2n bpcu requires the detection

of n bits at one node, which corresponds to O(2n) complex operations at the

ML detector. Any HD scheme operating at the same spectral efficiency re-

quires the detection of 2n bits at the receiver, which leads to O(22n) complex

operations at the ML detector. Therefore, even if RSI is high enough such

that the FD and HD schemes offer the same data rate, the FD scheme may

still be preferable due to its much lower detection complexity.
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Capacity gain % QSM HD SMX SMX
(FD bpcu/HD bpcu) ↑M ↑ Nt

100 (20/10) 0 0.6 0.6
82 (20/11) 2.5 NA NA
67 (20/12) 3.7 NA 1.3
54 (20/13) 5.5 NA NA
43 (20/14) 7.2 NA 2.2
33 (20/15) >8 4.5 NA
25 (20/16) >8 NA 3.1
11 (20/18) >8 NA 4.5
0 (20/20) >8 >8 6.6

Table 6.1: Maximum SNR loss factor (β) allowed to achieve various capacity
gains. The symbol ↑ denotes increasing and NA stands for ‘not applicable’

6.4.2 FD-QSM in a Cellular System

Next we go on to assess the performance of FD-QSM in a single-cell cellular

network in which the base station (BS) communicates with a single user

terminal (UT) in FD mode. On the uplink, CIOD is used at the UT with

2 transmit antennas. The inactive antenna in the CIOD scheme along with

an extra antenna is used for reception. The uplink (UL) data rate is set

to 2 bpcu using a rotated QPSK modulation scheme [96]. FD-QSM with 8

transmit antennas is deployed in the downlink (DL) and the DL data rate is

set to 8 bpcu. In FD-QSM, 6 bits are encoded on the antenna indices and 2

bits are encoded using QPSK modulation scheme. One inactive antenna at

the BS is used as a receive antenna. The BS thus features 2 RF chains; one

for transmission and one for reception. Comparisons are made with FD-SM

and FD-MIMO. In FD-SM, with 8 transmit antennas and 1 transmit RF

chain, 3 bits are encoded on the antenna indices while 5 bits are encoded

using 32-QAM modulation scheme. One inactive antenna and one RF chain

is used for reception. In FD-MIMO, for a fair comparison, the number of
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Figure 6.4: BER comparison of FD-QSM with FD-SM and FD-MIMO in
cellular communication.

RF chains is kept the same as in FD-QSM and FD-SM. Hence, the BS in

FD-MIMO has 1 transmit and 1 receive antenna and all 8 bits are sent via

256-QAM modulation scheme, keeping in mind that CSI is not available at

the transmitter and hence, no precoding scheme can be used. Figure 6.4

depicts the BER for FD-QSM, FD-SM and FD-MIMO in the presence of

RSI with β = 3 and β = 5. Simulation results reveal that at 10−3 BER,

FD-QSM provides 2dB gain over FD-SM and 5dB gain over FD-MIMO.
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Figure 6.5: An FD relay network configuration with NOMA

6.4.3 FD-QSM in a Relay Network with NOMA

In the third scenario, the performance of FD-QSM is evaluated in a NOMA-

based FD relay network depicted in figure 6.5.

The BS is HD with 8 transmit antennas while user 1 (U1) and user 2 (U2)

are equipped with 4 receive antennas each. The FD relay also has 8 transmit

antennas and uses 4 separate receive antennas for FD operation.1 The BS

can directly communicate with U1 and the relay. U1 is closer to the BS and

is assumed to have a channel gain of unity, while the relay, being a little

further away, is assumed to have a channel gain of 0.8. The BS superimposes

the data signals for U1 and the relay using power scaling factors of p1 and

p2, respectively, such that p1 + p2 = 1. Communication with the relay takes

place via conventional HD-QSM, scaled by a power factor p2, at the rate of

1Here, 4 separate antennas are being used for reception as in FD-QSM with 8 antennas,
only 1 inactive antenna can be used as receive antenna, thereby not providing any receive
diversity. Using separate receive antennas does not affect the antenna cancellation process
that is already in place.
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8 bpcu. 6 bits are encoded in the antenna indices while 2 bits are sent via a

QPSK symbol. Communication with U1 takes place via 256-QAM at the rate

of 8 bpcu. The data signal for U1, split into its quadrature components and

scaled by a power factor p1, is sent via the selected active antennas in QSM

already transmitting the QPSK symbol to the relay. U1, having knowledge

of the power scaling factors, first detects and subtracts the QSM-modulated

relay data from the overall BS transmission. With the knowledge of the

active antenna indices after relay data detection, it then goes on to detect its

own data. The FD-QSM-enabled relay treats the data of U1 as interference

and only detects its own data. At the same time, it also transmits the data

received in the previous time slot to U2. The channel from the relay to U1 is

considered to have a channel gain of unity.

Figure 6.6 shows the BER performance of this NOMA-aided FD-QSM

relay network. The comparison is made with NOMA-aided FD-SM relay

network [100] and FD-MIMO relay network. Again, for fairness of compari-

son, the BS and the relay are considered to have 1 transmit antenna in the

case of FD-MIMO. In the schemes considered, the 8 bpcu data to U1 is sent

via 256-QAM. In the SM case, the 8 bpcu data to U2 is sent via 32-QAM

with 3 bits encoded on the antenna indices while in the MIMO case all 8 bits

of U2 are sent via a 256-QAM symbol. Simulations have been done in the

presence of RSI at the relay with β = 3. The SNR considered is the ratio

of transmitted signal power to received noise power. Power option 1 (PO1)

refers to the case when p1 = 0.1 and p2 = 0.9, whereas, power option 2 (PO2)

refers to the case when p1 = 0.01 and p2 = 0.99.

It can be seen that both with PO1 and PO2, FD-QSM provides huge

performance gain over its SM and MIMO counterparts. With PO2, the

asymptotic BER of FD-SM is an order of magnitude higher than the asymp-
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Figure 6.6: BER comparison of U1 and U2 in a NOMA-aided FDR network
using FD-QSM, FD-SM and FD-MIMO for β = 3.

totic BER of FD-QSM while FD-MIMO’s asymptotic BER is about 4 orders

of magnitude higher when compared with that of FD-QSM. This gain is ex-

pected to be more pronounced for increasing number of transmit antennas

at the BS and at the relay, as to cope up with FD-QSM’s high date rate

FD-MIMO and FD-SM would have to use higher order modulation schemes,

given that the number of RF chains is kept the same.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a novel FD-QSM scheme that also uses antenna

repetition to cancel out some of the self interfering signals at the FD-node.

We then studied the performance of FD-QSM against HD-QSM, HD-MIMO

and FD-MIMO in point-to-point, cellular and NOMA-based relay networks.

The results revealed that FD-QSM provides about 40% capacity gains as

compared to its HD counterpart. With respect to BER performance for

the same spectral efficiency, FD-QSM provides significant gains over other

schemes in cellular and relay network scenarios. The gains seen are due

to the QSM technique of sending more bits via the spatial domain. Power

domain NOMA specifically benefits from this scheme as by adjusting the

power levels of different users, their channel gains are also spread out leading

to an increase in the minimum ED in the spatial domain.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

In the first part of this thesis, we compared four spatial modulation schemes,

namely SM, GSM, ESM and QSM to determine which is best suited for a

large-scale MIMO environment under generalized fading conditions. QSM

and ESM emerged as two potential candidates. While implementation of

QSM is simple, ESM requires specialized constellation design and two RF

chains in the transmitter, as the probability of sending two different symbols

at the same time is Nt−1
Nt

. When using the ML detection, ESM receiver

needs to perform a relatively higher number of complex operations due to

the fact that two complex symbols can possibly be sent in the same transmit

vector. QSM performs slightly better than ESM at lower order modulation,

whereas ESM provides significant gains at higher order modulation. But if,

for fairness of comparison, we apply the constraint of the same number of

RF chains, then QSM seems to be the most suitable choice.

In the second part of this thesis, we proposed a channel estimation scheme

for SM under correlated antenna settings and time varying channel. In low

correlation scenarios, a change in the states of the neighboring channels tells

very little about the change in the state of the channel under considera-
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tion. At the same time, in high correlation scenarios, a change in the states

of the neighboring channels tells quite a lot about the change in the state

of the channel under consideration. By including the correlation factor in

channel estimation, we observed that our proposed scheme, CBCE, provides

considerable gains over the CCE and TCCE schemes for a range of antenna

correlation values in a time varying channel and hence can be applied as the

single channel estimation scheme for a wide range of scenarios.

In the third part of our thesis, we proposed high-rate FD-QSM for multi-

ple antenna systems. Initial results seem promising as the FD-QSM scheme

can tolerate moderate to high RSI, and can still provide more than 40%

gain in the data rate when compared with HD-QSM and HD-SMX systems.

When evaluated against other FD schemes such as FD-SM and FD-MIMO

in cellular and NOMA-aided relay networks, we observed that FD-QSM is

capable of providing significant gains.

Our work on channel estimation and the integration of SM schemes with

FD communications leads to many challenges and research frontiers, some of

which we enlist below.

Performance of CBCE scheme with imperfect antenna

correlation estimate

In our work on the channel estimation scheme for SM systems, a perfect

knowledge of antenna correlation was assumed at the receiver. An imperfect

antenna correlation estimate can degrade the performance of our channel

estimation scheme and it remains to be seen how much of an estimation error

can be tolerated while still providing gains over existing channel estimation

schemes.
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FD Performance with Sub-optimal Receivers

The ML receiver’s complexity can become prohibitively large as the data rate

increases. Various sub-optimal detectors have been proposed for SM; namely,

matched-filter (MF)-based detection schemes, hybrid detection schemes com-

bining ML detector and MF, sphere decoding (SD)-based schemes designed

for SM and compressed sensing-based detector utilizing the sparse nature of

the transmitted signal, among others. More studies need to be conducted to

determine how much of capacity enhancement can be achieved by full-duplex

SM schemes in the presence of residual SI if these sub-optimal detection

schemes are used.

FD with Other SM Variants

Many variants of SM exist that offer higher data rates. These include gener-

alized spatial modulation (GSM), multiple active spatial modulation (MA-

SM), enhanced spatial modulation (ESM), and generalized quadrature spa-

tial modulation (G-QSM). Differential spatial modulation (DSM) dispenses

with the requirement of channel knowledge the receiver, while receive spa-

tial modulation (RSM) utilizes channel state information at the transmitter

(CSI-T) and uses the indices of the receive antennas to encode data. The

development of FD schemes utilizing these modulation techniques and their

performance with channel estimation errors at the receiver and suboptimal

detection schemes remains an open research area. When CSI-T is available,

the performance evaluation of precoded FD-SM schemes versus precoded

FD-MIMO schemes requiring lesser number of RF chains can lead to new

insights. The use of SM variants in FD cooperative communications may

also exhibit interesting results.
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Introducing caching in FD-QSM Relay Networks

An interesting extension of the QSM-enabled FDR application would be the

introduction of caching at the relay, with the relay serving multiple users

with intermittent connectivity. The BS, capable of hosting a large number of

transmit antennas, can combine data for multiple users together and transmit

using QSM. The relay can cache the data and forward to the user(s) with

good channel conditions, while operating in FD mode. This can lead to

substantial increase in overall network capacity.

SI channel estimation

In SM-based schemes, only a few antennas are active at a time. Hence,

the complete SI channel estimation process can take a long time or incur a

large overhead, especially in large-scale MIMO systems. The development of

smart channel estimation techniques for FD-SM systems that can reduce the

time/overhead requirement can be a significant contribution to the field.

Effects of SM Enhancements

Many enhancements to improve the performance of spatial modulation sys-

tems have been proposed. These include adaptive SM, beamforming, and

methods to incorporate transmit diversity in SM schemes, among others.

Further studies can be conducted to determine how these enhancements can

provide an additional advantage, if any, in combating the effects of residual

SI in FD-SM systems.
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FD-SM in Cellular Systems and Multiuser Scenarios

Substantial research exists in the field of multiuser SM. Applying this research

on FD-SM systems can lead to new insights. Further research needs to be

conducted on the suitability of FD-SM versus other FD-MIMO techniques, in

a large cellular network where inter-cell interference may become a significant

performance limitation.

Experimental Evaluation of FD-SM systems

With all the research being conducted in cooperative and non-cooperative

FD-SM systems, an experimental evaluation of FD-SM systems and/or their

variants under real-world conditions will also be a major contribution to the

field.
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